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Faculty Senate Approves 
Leav_e of Absence Policy 
Co-Op Issues Financial Statement 
by Butch Boyle 
Two major issues dealing 
directly with students, were 
brought up at the December 4th 
Faculty Senate Meeting. 
The Senate passed a Leave of 
Absence Policy , the first written 
procedure safe-guarding students 
who, for a good reason , find it 
necessary to leave school. 
Jim Harrison, a sophomore 
Student Council member , who 
initiated action on the policy. 
considers N.S.C. a forerunner in 
this matter as he states that "no 
other State College Catalogue lists 
a Leave of Absence Policy ." 
The policy , which is effective 
immediately, reads as follows: 
I . Full time students in good 
standing, when necessary, upon 
approval of the Office of the Dean 
Religion is the 
greatest formenter 
of Students, be granted a leave of 
absence. 
2. A Leave of Absence with 
option of renewal for a maximum 
of (2) semesters, shall take place 
immediately upon approval and 
may inc Jude the succeeding 
semester. 
3. Students on leave shall 
contact the Office of the Dean of 
Students for reinstatement to 
active status. 
4. A registration or 
matriculation fee shall be charged 
for each semester a student is on 
leave . 
The police additionally charged 
the Office of the Dean of 
Students with the responsibility 
of developing and publishing 
criteria for the implementation of 
this policy . It further requested 
(Continued on Page 3) 
"The N.S.C. Cooperative is 
taking on a new outlook," stated 
Paul Matos, a member of the 
present co-op. "We are going to 
assume a more administrative 
capacity in an attempt to move 
away from what has been viewed 
as o ur previous role as a 
'big-brother' service." 
At the request of the 
Cooperative, the Bookstore 
manager and his staff are calling 
attention to items which are sold 
in the store for less than they can 
be purchased elsewhere. Such 
items are labeled with both the 
Booksto re price and the outside 
price . For example, theses binders 
which sell for $ 1.75 in Union are 
$1.39 and Eaton's typing paper 
which sells for $ 1.10 in Union is 
$.90 and cassettes selling for 
$6.29 at Two Guys are $5 .29. It is 
hoped that students will be made 
more aware of the efforts of the 
Cooperative and the staff to 
provide a first-rate store which 
emphasizes service and provides 
bargain prices whenever possible. 
In recognition of the many 
bargains which are available to all 
customers of the Bookstore now 
that its facilities and services have 
been expanded, the Cooperative 
has decided to eliminate the 
special discount which has been 
available to· faculty and staff since 
the days when the store dealt 
mainly with books and school 
supplies. The manager will arrange 
special sales and special services 
for students and for faculty and 
staff in line with recent practice. 
The regulation concerning 
discounts is effective January I , 
1970 and is in line with 
recommendations of the National 
Association of College Stores. 
Also , the $ .1 5 c harge 
will continue on each check cashed 
at the Book Store to cover the 
large amount of checks returned 
for insufficient funds and the time 
and expense required for the 
recoding and cashing of the 
checks. 
Mr. Matos went on to say that 
at a meeting of the co-op, 
corporation papers were drawn up 
in which a provision was made for 
the addition of one new student, 
to the organizat ion, making 
student and faculty representation 
equal at 3 each. The president of 
Student Organization will 
recommend students with 
approval by Council. Faculty 
representatives will be chosen by 
the President of the college. 
The members of the 
Cooperative at a mee ting on 
Monday , December 8, 1969 
authorized the release of the 
following financial statement. It 
shows the status of the operations 
of the Cooperative as of the end 
of the last fiscal year and indicates 
(Continued on Page 11) 
of hatred the · 
World has ever seen. 
- H. L. Mencken 
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President Loehning considers a point well-taken at last Thursday's Council meeting as Paul Matos, 
Diana Regan, and Joan Gotz look on. 
Council Seeks to Legalize Alcohol 
I 
On Campus; Regan Resigns 
By Joe Oliva 
The Student Council resolved 
to legalize lllcholoic beverages on 
campus at a special meeting last 
Thursday night. 
An attempt to legalize the 
consumtion of alcoholic beverages 
on all six state college campuses is 
being spear-headed by the 
Committee on Undergraduate 
E d u c a t i o n ( C . U . E_ . ) , 
rep re sen tatives Bob Baxter and 
Dave Lichtenstein told Student 
Council. Mr. Baxter explained 
that the regulation banning 
alcohol on campus is not a state 
law as is commonly thought, but 
rather a local rule which may be 
changed with relative ease. He 
further stated that the regulation 
could be repealed by the Newark 
State College Board of Trustees 
regardless of action taken on 
other campuses and requested 
that the Student Council pass a 
resolution to this effect. 
Mr. Lichtenstein moved the 
resolution, commenting , "as long 
as the students remain in 
· aceordance with New Jersey state · 
law, I can see no valid reason why 
alcohol should not be legalized on 
this campus. Rutgers, the State 
University has already established 
this precedent." 
Regan R·esigns 
It was also disclosed at 
Thursdays meeting that Diana 
Regan, the assistant secretary of 
Student Organization resigned her 
position on the Executive Board 
of the Student Council last week. 
Miss Regan. cited personal reasons 
for her resignation and added that 
outside commitments left her too 
little time to properly discharge 
the duties of her office. Student 
Organization President , William 
Loehning, reluctantly accepted 
the resignation commenting, that 
Miss Regan has always been a 
consciencious worker and a 
positive influence . 
The position of assistant 
secretary is now open and people 
interested in applying will be 
interviewed this week by the 
secretary of the Student 
Organization Miss Joan Goetz. 
, Woodbridge State School 
, Thi Couincil unanimously 
voted to support a Woodbridge 
State School project. Mike 
Wojick, a Newark State College 
alunmus, president of last year's 
Senior Class, and a faculty 
member at Woodbridge , explained 
the purpose and goals of the state 
institution for the mentally 
retarded and presented a detailed 
explanation of the project which 
he heads. Student Organization's 
support of the project will consist 
of hiring some of the more 
advanced children to work for the 
Student Organization . The 
INDEPENDENT has already 
announced its intention to let the 
project take over the newspaper's 
circulation department . 
Other Business 
In other business, Paul Hebert , 
Ken Wil so n , and Dave 
Lichtenstein were appointed to 
the Drug Communications 
Appeals Board ; John Freeman was 
appointed to the Judicial Appeals 
Board and a motion was passed to 
attempt to seat a student as a 
non-voting member of the Board 
of Trustees. · · • 
Bond Discusses 





a Townsend Lecture 
Tuesd ay of the 
All Invited to 
Attend Today's 
Conference 
There has been some confusion 
as to the role of the upcoming 
Independent Student Nominating 
Convention especially with 
respect to the use of the term 
" In dependent" . According to 
Convention organizer Ken Wilson, 
"Everyone is an independent 
student. The term "Independent" 
was chosen because it represents 
an acceptable way for all students 
to think of themselves. However, 
for the purposes of delegate 
representation at the Convention 
in February, we will use the term 
to mean only those students who 
are not affiliated with any group 
recognized by the Credentials and 
Registration Committee of the 
Convention." 
The Committee Wilson refers 
to will be established at the 
Pre-Convention Conference to be 
held today at I :40 P.M. in the 
Hex Room. All are invited. The 
major function of the Conference 
will be to elect a Convention 
chairman and to set up 
committees in the following areas: 
Issues and Candidates; Scheduling; 
Credentials and Registration; 
Printing and Publicity. Chairmen 
will be selected for the above 
committees who will report 
progress in their assigned areas to 
the Convention Chairman. 
Other questions to be decided 
by the Conference today are: 
what percentage representation 
should be adopted; and which 
Student Organization offices 
should be endorsed by the 
· · Conventi'on. 
ever-worsening plight of the poor 
in the United States today . 
" It costs more money to be 
poor now than it did before." h e 
told a near capaci y .:;o· ,d ·,, i ;;: 
Theater for the Performing Art s 
adding that hope for Southern 
blacks and poor whites is almost 
depleted. They know he said, that 
there is "no Great Society coming 
thei1 way." and "the War on 
Poverty that they've been fighting 
has already been surrendered ." 
This plight is heralding the 
coming of a " new politics" on the 
American scene; a politics which 
envelops the unrest of today's 
college students. Along these lines 
Bond cited the new laws in West 
Virginia and Louisiana designed to 
restrain the rebellions of the 
students. 
Bond referred to this period in 
history as a "second period of 
gloom and despair", much like 
that following the reconstruction 
period of the late 1860's. Calling 
the years after 1954 a "new 
Resconstruction", the Southern 
legislator implied that the Nixon 
administration was in some 
aspects institutionalizing racism in 
the same manner as the lawmakers 
of the 1870's. 
The Co-founder of the Student 
Non-violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) also touched 
upon the controversial Viet Nam 
war and· the violence plaguing our 
nation. If~ did not dwell on the 
subject of.;;Uie war, saying that 
"Everybody knows it is illegal , 
immoral and unjust." Speaking on 
the problem of violence , he 
pointed out that there are many 
social problems that can be cited 
as exponents of violence today. 
" Metaphysical, he comm en tecl," 
in this country, violence · is 
nothing more than Richard 
Milhous Nixon and Spiro T . 
Agnew," . 
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Three N.S.C. Groups To Perform 
In Concert Here Tomorrow Nite 
Three of the performing groups The College Chorus, directored 
of the Newark State College Music by Prof. James Cullen, will 
Department will appear in concert present several short works by 
this Friday evening, December 12, Bac h , Pit o ni , and Victoria . 
at 8:30 p.m., in The Little Featured on the program will be a 
Theater of the College Center "Fanfare and Chorus" by Dietrich 
Building. Buxtehude , performed by the 
The Madrigal Chorus, under College Chorus and the Newark 
the direction of Prof. Michael F. State College Brass Ensemble, 
Montgomery, will begin the Prof. Tom Herron, Director. The 
program with the singing of Brass Ensemble will also play 
Christmas carols of both compositions by Giovanni 
traditional and contemporary Gabrieli and Henry Purcell. 
style, including excerpts from An additional feature of the 
"The ceremony of Carols" by program will be a performance of 
Benj amin Bri tten. The Women's the rarely heard "Magnificat" for 
Chorus is comprised of thirty-five solo chorus and orchestra, written 
students from all curriculum areas by the short-lived I ta lian 
of the College. co mpo ser, Giovanni Pergolesi 
1.0. May Be Tests Abandoned 
WASHINGTON, D.C. {CPS) -
Standardized intelligence tests will 
go the way of school segregation 
if some educators have their way. 
IQ tests now given in schools, 
they argue , are designed for white, 
middle cla ss children, and 
represent an alien world to kids 
who group up in the ghetto. 
educational backgrounds, while 
learning opportunities vary greatly 
between middle class and ghetto 
children , he says. 
{17 I 0-1735). Student soloists in 
this work will be Linda Byrd, 
soprano; Hela Yungst, contralto ; 
Ri chard Ledder, tenor; Alan 
Wichinsky, baritone. 
Thi s setting of the 
"Magnificat" has a mysterious 
history. The date of its 
composition and first 
performance are unknown. The 
work has been ascribed to 
Francesco Durante (1684-1755) 
in several manuscripts. The 
absence of a holograph leaves the 
verification of the composer's 
identity in doubt. However, 
comprehensive research and 
scholarly opinion favor Pergolesi 
as the originator of the score . 
The unifying theme 
dominating the first and last 
movements is based on one of the 
Psa lm tone settings of the 
Mag nificat. The work shows 
similar influences of earlier sacred 
styles , as well as the later 
developments of the Neopolitan 
School. 
Attendance at the concert, the 
first of several to be presented by 
these student groups during the 
college year, is open, without 
charge, to everyone in the college 
community, as well as the 
community-at-large. 
The newly opened nursery at the campus school is wel l equipped. 
Students Start Nursery 
Baby-Sitting Service 
Mrs. Butler displayed the 
children's art work and remarked , 
"This is more than a 'drop-off; it 
is an educational experience and 
we have had no complaints from 
parents or children." 
Questions asked on 
standardized IQ tests, for 
instance, assume that all children 
have fathers, know what a tree is, 
and live in middle class 
surroundings. But a substantial 
number of ghetto children have 
no fathers, rarely see a tree in 
their asphalt world, and are more 
familiar with rats than ponies or 
other creatures that middle class 
children learn to know. Even the 
language used on IQ tests is alien 
to ghetto residents. 
Robert Coles, a Harvard 
Psychiatrist, feels standardized IQ 
tests are a mockery when used 
with ghetto children . "My 
children would flunk their IQ 
test" if one were devised on the 
experiences and the "rich and 
vibrant'' language of the ghetto , 
he declares. Dr. Coles goes further 
and charges that intelligence 
testing in general is a "naive and 
simple-mi~ded way of looking at Canada Considering 
human beings" of all colors and 
A nursery baby-sitting service 
at Newark State has been initiated 
by two students, Mrs. Verna 
Butler and Mrs. Delores Davis. 
They encourage any student or 
faculty member having a 14 year 
old child to enroll him in the 
nursery service , staffed by 
students and a supervisor, Brenda 
Pitts. The nursery service, open 
from 7:45 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m., is 
centered in the West Building of 
the campus school next to Gym 
B. A weekly fee of $10 is charged 
for supplies and food for the 
nursery; the children are served 
lunch, breakfast and two snacks. 
The I 5 children presently 
enrolled at the nursery service are 
taught numbers, letters, an how to 
tell time , as they would be in 
nursery school. The children have 
a period of quiet play followed by 
one of active participation, 
outside if weather permits. The 
children enjoy playing with others 
from different areas, states Mrs. 
Butler. races. 
Our present IQ tests are not 
Likely to "judge fairly'' the 
abilities of ghetto children, says 
Frank B. Womer in a National 
Education Association sponsored 
book, "Test Norms: Their Use 
and Interpretation.'' Existing tests 
generally assume equal 
The mounting controversy over 
IQ tests has spilled over into the 
entire fie ld of testing. There is a 
growing body of educators who 
feel all, o r at least most, tests 
should be discarded. It is argued 
that tests stifle the joy of learning 
and the drive to find out the 
"why" of things - particularly 
among ghetto children who find 
white, middle class-oriented tests 
to be all but insurmountable 
obstacles. 
Schedule of Events 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 12/ 15 
Date Event 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 15th 
9:00-10:00 Senate Executive Comm. Meeting 
12: 15-2:00 Performing Arts Council Meeting 
3:00-5 :00 Graduate Coordinators Meeting 
6:30-10:00 Sigma Beta Tau Meeting 
8 : 15 P.M. Basketball : NSC vs. Montclair 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16th 




Behavioral Science Meeting 
President Weiss-Listening Post 
History Department Meeting 
1:40-2:55 Department Meetings 
1:40-2 :55 Freshman Class Meeting 
I :40-4:00 Curriculum Committee Meeting 
5:00-7:30 Field Serv. Film: "Antigone" 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17th 
10:50-12 :00 Theatre for Perf. Arts Comm. Mtg. 
11: 30-1 :00 Counseling Services Meeting 
11 :30-2:00 
6:30-10:00 
Faculty Staff Buffet 
College Center Board Meeting 
7: 00-8:00 Evening Students Gov. Meeting 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18th 
1:30-2:15 CCB Yule Log Ceremony 
2:30-4:30 CCB Winter Holiday Dance 
, FRJDAY, DECEMBER 19th 






























Ending Grass Laws 
OTTAWA , Ontario - (CPS) -
Canadian Health Minister John 
Munro has indicated that the 
Canadian government is 
considering action within months 
Progress Continues 
In P.S. C. Negotiations 
to liberalize, and possible abolish, Three days of "intensive talks" 
laws which ban possession and use have resulted in the reaching of 
of marijuana. "common ground" among 
Munro told a Canadian paper students, faculty an d 
that increasingly widespread use administrations at Paterson State 
of marijuana showed that harsh College. 
penalties were not working as a John Alferi , Student 
deterrent , "If the penalties were a Government Association President 
deterrent there wouldn' t be reported the progress at a student 
increasing use ," he said. body rally last Thursday . At the 
The health minister , however , same time he announced a 
did not give any indication that moratorium on further student 
the government would change its strikes, charging that another 
stiff laws against trafficking in strike at this time " would be 
marijuana. detrimental to student bargining 
The Canadian government has power." 
established a commission to make Student groups involved in the 
an intensive study of the drug strike coalition were asked to give 
problem and a preliminary report a vote of confidence to the SGA 
is due next January. A final report . in the negotiations. Groups that 
will not be issued until June 1971. choose not to endorse the SGA 
Dr. H.B. Coltram, Ontario's and decide to continue the strike 
supervising coroner, stated that will do so without the support or 
marij uana should be legalized and sanction of the rest of the 
distribution controlled by a coalition. 
federal government agency . Being discussed in the talks are 
Coltram also suggested a study a list of six demands submitted by 
program to learn the effect of the students. They are: 
marijuana on users. Student Demands 
Judge w illiam Little of The demands prepared by the 
Ontario's Juvenile and Family students are: 
Co urt agreed with Coltram's I - All students majoring in 
suggestion. The judge said he acad emic disciplines will be 
would rather see young people represented in their departments 
smoke marij uana than tobacco . with full vo ting rights. 
The judge declared that laws a- Two students elected by the 
against persons under J 6 majo rity to serve on the 
possessing tobacco should be department council. 
enforced despite the unpopularity b-One student on every other 
of these laws. In June, Judge committee of the department. 
Little convicted a 15-year-old 2- The student body will be 
Toronto girl of illegal possession represented in the Faculty Senate 
of tobacco - one of the first such and the name of that organization 
conviction·s in several years in that , , changed to the College S~!l~~e. 
'city. . a.-:-Three students of each class 
to serve on the senate with full 
voting rights. 
b- At least two students shall 
serve on all senate committees 
with full voting rights. 
Supervised Election 
c-The SGA will hold and 
supervise the election of students 
to this College Senate . 
3- A temporary committee be 
established to examine the issues 
involving the non-reap-
portionment of the five student 
personnel members. 
a- This committee will make 
its recommendation to the 
president by Monday to be 
forwarded to the board of trustees 
at an emergency session to be held 
prior to Dec. I 5. 
b- The president of the college 
will inform the committee of his 
recommendation to the board of 
trustees by Wednesday. At such 
time the SGA will decide on 
further appropriate action. 
c- This committee will consist 
of six faculty administration 
representatives and six students. 
The students will be appointed by 
the SGA. Three faculty members 
will be appointed by the SGA, 
Three • faGulty members will be 
appoin teaby the senate executive 
(Continued on Page 11) 
Meet Your Ideal Mate 
SC I ENTIFIC 
COMPUTER MATCHING 
All Ages Enti re U.S.A . Est. 1966 
"It really works," acclaim thousand s 
of our happily mated coup les. 
Send for FREE questionn aire 
TEAM Proiect .. 
101 W 30 St. NYC 10001 
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Election Comm. Seeks To 
Abolish Primary Here 
by Ken Wilson 
Next wednesday's Student 
Council meeting the Election 
Committee headed by Ben Pierce 
is going to propose the abilition of 
the Primary system at NSC. In its 
place a group of students are 
organ1z1ng a Nominating 
Convention which they feel will 
be a much more practical means 
of selecting candidates for the 
Student Council elections to be 
held this Spring. 
In support of a Convention 
these students claim that since 
NSC students represent a 
riiulti-factioned one party system, 
a Convention would be the only 
valid means of giving all these 
factions a chance to be heard. A 
convention is truly democratic in 
that it broadens the level of 
participation beyond merely 
voting. A Convention also allows 
for a choice of candidates which 
could not be realized by a Primary 
because a primary contest does 
not offer the exposure or give 
opportunity to students to 
present their views before a really 
representative group. 
The competition at all levels 
generated by a Convention far 
surpasses that generated by a 
Primary . This has been the 
experience of those states which 
select candiates through the 
Convention process rather than 
Faculty Senate Approves 
Leave of Absence Policy 
(Continued from Page 1) 
that a statement of conditions and 
an agreement be provided each 
student who received approval for 
a leave. 
The final policy statement 
issued by the Office of the Dean 
of Students will define; the status 
of a student returning from Leave 
of Absence in regards to 
procedures and programs and the 
status of students volunteering for 
Military service, VISTA , or the 
Peace Corps. 
Also discussed at the Senate 
meeting were the controversial All 
College Senate, and a new 
proposal for an All College 
Interim Council. 
J f passed, this temporary 
"sounding board" for problems 
now facing the college community 
would include two members of 
the Board of Trustees , 
Administration , Faculty Senate, 
Faculty Association , and Alumni 
Association. Student membership 
on the ad hoc Senate would 
consist of one member chosen 
from Student Org., one from 
C.B.A.,one from IFSC . Also to be 
chosen are one independent 
student, and two students at large , 
(these three to be elected by 
student Council from 
applications) , in addition to two 
dorm students, one man and one 
woman. 
Speaking in favor of the All 
College Senate, Mr. Alexander 
Hall of the Science Dept. said, " I 
am concerned about governance 
of the College. We have student 
voice _ and Faculty voice. Let 's 
bring all the voices together in 
harmony." 
Opposed to the concept was 
Dr. Raymond Lutz who stated 
that an All College Senate, 
"would be the death and 
destruction of our Faculty 
Senate." ~ 
Dave Lichtenstein, one of the 
draftersof the All College Interim 
Council , which was not heavily 
discussed at this time , offered at a 
later date , the opinion that, 
"There is no consistent definition 
of an All College Senate . 
Every body is talking about a 
different structure and nothing is 
being accomplished." He also 
commented that, "Whether or not 
an interim board was discussed or 
passed was not its most important 
value . The very fact that it 
implemented renewed discussion 
and possible action concerning an 
All College Senate was the real 
purpose behind its' proposal . 
LUNCH TIME - DINNER TIME 





Open 7 Days a Week 
from 10 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. 
the Primary process. 
The various interest groups on 
campus, since they will have 
representation based on 
membership, will have a chance to 
exert their influence in a manner 
tot a 11 y consistent with 
Democratic tradition. 
The Convention process will 
provide a constantly changing 
arena for the full flow of ideas 
which any student body should 
have the chance to hear and be 
heard. 
Accoroing to Michael Israel, a 
member of the Political Science 
faculty at NSC, "A primary 
perpetuates a myth of democracy, 




By Frank Roscus 
"They seem able-bodied and 
comprehend well ; we've already 
d one a lot. " commente d 
Freshman Class President Regina 
Seigal after the conclusion of the 
2nd meeting of the "73" congress. 
Thursday, Nov. 21 , the congress 
election in which 37 candidates 
were running was held in the 
student center. Freshmen were 
given sheets containing the 37 
names plus spaces for write-in 
candidates and were asked to 
check off a maximum of 25 
names. The 25 names with the 
highest total votes are to be 
elected. The winners are as 
follows (in alphabetical order): 
Dennis Barbier, Wendy Burris, 
Carmel Cecur, Peggy Coyle, Susan 
Cringe!, Carol Day, John Dewart, 
Irene Drasziz, John Garry , Ruth 
Hickman, Michail Huges, Wanda 
Kolodziej, Peggy Mathews, Lainie 
Petersile, Joe Pietrangelo, Sue 
Pietrowski, Robert Powers, Carol 
Praskai, Janet Rifino, Janet Sim, 
Helen Tuchman , Pat Varga, Jackie 
Wallack, Linda Wolf, and William 
Zimmerman . 
An upset victory was feared in 
the making at the beginning of the 
ballot counting when Spiro T. 
Agnew, Clement Hainsworth an d 
the " Freak" all received a write-in 
vote from several students. 
The primary function of the 
Congress is to approve and submit 
ideas for class functions and to 
contact and inform freshman 
constituents of decisions and 
functions occurring. The "73" 
Congress' first decision is to hold 
a Christmas Drive, December 9, 
I 0, 11 , and 12 to raise money to 
buy toys for children in the 
nearby area, and in February a 
mixer is to be held. Further 
details will be posted in the 
future . 
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Here's A Ri-ddle for You 
by Marla Cohen 
Here's a riddle for you. 
What am I doing? 
The voice I hear drowns out all other sounds around me; 
Sometimes it is conversing with me, sometimes lecturing to me, or 
sometimes, simply involving me in an experience; and often, an 
accompanying movie fills my head; 
Yet it is impossible for anyone else to share any of these 
sensations with me at that same time. 
Daydreaming? Hallucinating? Well, its' more than that; I'm 
involved in a special thread of concentration known to some as 
READING ; True , it takes far more discipline to imagine the sights and 
sounds with only verbal symbols for clues, than to merely receive the 
actual visual and vocal sensations from a movie screen (McCluhan had 
called reading an anachronism for this very reason) - but the more I am 
enjoying the literature, the less tedious and difficult it is for my 
imagination to meet its demands. The printed page becomes much more 
than a gray mass of words - it becomes a world and welcomes me 
inside. 
No doubt that riddle would be totally invalid if enjoyment didn't 
play an important role here. An experience like that is an altogether 
different one, and my corresponding riddle would include such clues as: 
• psychosomatic fatigue, plodding, repetitive eye movements, frequent 
"mental vacations", and consistent coffee breaks - a coercive kind of 
reading that would never be attempted if it could be avoided. The 
writer's message and tone of voice is constantly interrupted by a 
renegade mind , in this case your own ideas interest you far more than 
his). And yet the reader feels duty bound to go back over the stuff and 
GRASP it (like collecting garbage for a living), meanwhile reassur~ng 
and encouraging himself that there are only twelve pages to go. 
Which riddle sounds more familiar to you? Do the sensations 
described in the latter remind you of your scholastic reading 
assignments from time immemorial? I wouldn't be surprised. If yes, do 
you occasionally wonder whether the problem lies in your ineptness as 
a reader (due to hangups or inexperience) or to the irrelevance and/or 
inferior quality of the literature? I suppose that the more highly 
motivated a reader is, the more that question would tend to disturb him 
- especially if he found himself unable to answer it. Just last month, in 
fact, as I was attempting to evaluate some poems and short stories for 
the DANA REVIEW, I became suddenly depressed by the realization 
that I cou ldn't even tell whether I LIKED the stuff or not! Possibly, I 
might have put the question, "My fault or the writer's?", to the test by 
picking up the literature at another time when I felt basically more 
capable; and THEN if I couldn't hear voices or see a movie , I MIGHT 
have known who to blame . 1~ 
But that would hardly solve the problem , l'm su.ie, because 
similar doubts have pervaded much of my reading for many year;; It's 
only recently that I have acknowledged those doubts and discovered 
their source-school itself - where the students in my class were trained 
to interpret and evaluate literary works in conformity to the teacher's. 
Our minds were subliminally sabotaged to associate reading with such 
virtues as Discipline, Memory, Tests , and Book Reports - but never 
criticism. It seems little wonder that, as my own surveys have 
confirmed many students find reading an arduous chore, a main 
obstacle in the college hurdle , compulsory and boring. Indeed, the 
association link between reading and education can be considered 
analogous to the identification of all males and females in life with 
Daddy and Mommy - after all, reading ability is "born" in school, and 
the link is probably as deeply embedded as any first impression. 
(Continued on Page I 0) 
Problems you may wish to 
explore: 









I'd like some help in choosing a 
major 
I can't seem to make friends 
easily - 1 feel sort of alone ... . 
I just can't seem to make the 
grades I want. ... 
I can't keep my mind on my 
studying .... 
I try to get along with my 
parents, but they seem . .. . 
I get depressed often ... . 
No one asks me out. .. . 
WHERE -WHEN 
Appointments may be made in 
person or . by telephone. 
Int erviews are generally 
scheduled in advance, but a 
student will be seen almost 
immediately on his request. 
Regular office hours are 9 :00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. , Monday 
through Friday. Special 
arrangements may be made for 
appointments from 4:00 to 
7:00 p.m. three evenings each 
week for those unable to come 
during regular hours. 
TM 
Saturdays 
till 2:00 A.M. 
MAPLEWOOD 1790 SPRINGFIELD AVE 
WEST ORANGE 468 EAGLE ROCK AVE. 
The Freshman Congress has 
started off quickly , and if it is a 
harbinger of its fu lure mode of 
functioning , the Freshman Class 
may have a promising future at 
NSC. 
I wish I had more confidence 
in myself. ... 
r don 't know how to take an 
exam .... 





Christmas shop at 
your Book a nd Supply Store. 
• , . 1.Qpen ~-v.~ry weekday 9,,A.M . . to.'~7 ,p .•. M .. 
• · • - • • • . • , . • --' ~ , . f • • 1. ,l , , • l . • 1 • • • : • • • • • , ~ • • • • • • • • • 
r worry too much .... 
I want to talk to someone 






Carl M. Einhorn, Ph.D . 
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"Truth cannot be /orceJ b!ft m11,st be allowed to plead /or itJe~J:' Dissension 
Congress of '73 and the 
Constitution By-Laws Committee 
two non-functioning 
organizations. To the Editors: 
In Loco Parentis 
Recently we have heard of a 
feeling of dissention among a 
small group of students under the 
banner of Independents. It has 
been charged that the fraternities 
on campus have been controlling 
school politics and that these 
elected officials have been using 
Student Organization funds for 
their own purpose. 
The article read that any 
member of the Class of '73 will be 
eligible for any class office, but 
may not hold more than one 
elected office at one time . The 
constitution is brought to the 
Council , in our estimation, for the 
sole purpose of deciding whether 
our constitution conflicts with 
that of the Student organization. 
However, this purpose was not 
kept in mind when our article was 
voted on and the only evident 
result was the domination of the 
upper classmen Council members 
concerning Freshmen affairs. 
Thank you very much Big 
Brothers! 
Student Organization acted last week to 
delete a section of the class of '73 
constitution which states, "Any member of 
the Class of 1973 shall be eligible for any 
class office but may not hold more than one 
office at a time." 
Although the section was not in direct 
violation of the Student Organization 
Constitution, council refused to accept the 
idea. The attitude which prevailed was one 
of "big brother is watching" by council 
disregarding the legal rights of the class of 
'73. 
The autonomy of the class of '73 as well 
as the personal rights of its contituents has 
been jeopardized by both parties. Council 
should have recommended that the Class of 
1973 reconsider in Hght of the discussion 
that ensued at the meeting. 
Student Council is to be admonished for 
their action but even more basic, the class of 
. 1973 is to be censured for reflecting in loco 
parentis attitudes in legislation directly 
effecting the personal rights of students. To 
refuse a student the right to hold more than 
one office at a time by establishing artificial 
requirements is indeed acting like a parent 
who regulates his child's activities. 
Democracy Prostituted 
In rebuttal to these accusations 
we believe those people most 
interested are found in both 
fraternity and campus activities. 
Pledging a fraternity doesn't mean 
isolating oneself into a small social 
clique, but joining an organization 
of individuals bound together in a 
common endeavor for the 
betterment of the college 
community and fraternity . 
To those students who 
question the budget of Student 
Organization we must remind 
them that the Dean of Students, 
counter signs all checks. A further 
check is a yearly inspection by an 
outside audit. 
It is our belief that the Class of 
'7 3 has gotten along quite well up 
to this point. Our Congress passed 
the articles of the constitution by 
an overwhelming majority. The 
clause was written into it for three 
main reasons that were discussed 
when the Congress ratified it. 
Students on a nationwide level have 
devoted their efforts to erase the social 
inequities of our times. The mandates of the 
social revolution are equal voice in vote and 
opportunity , and the abrogation of elitism in 
government. 
A paradox which hints of hypocrisy 
re suits when students misdirect their 
anxieties and overreact to jeopardize the 
rights of their fellow peers. Such is the case 
of the "impudent elite snob." 
re.~olution was passed last week by a 
ha: u\ ~ fttdents on College Center Board 
which would in essence refuse military and 
industrial recruiters the right to speak or 
exhibit their programs in the College Center. 
The rational: they are part of the 
military-industrial war machine, and College 
Center Board felt they could curtail or 
inhibit any possibility of confrontation in 
the Student Center. 
Although the recommendation has been 
tentatively tabled, what has resulted is a 
prostitution of democracy. The 
INDEPENDENT envisions CCB as an apoliti-
cal programming body for the fine and 
performing arts, not as a credible political 
body. 
It is absolutely ludicrous to hope that 
the apparent distaste towards the presence 
of recruiters would be dispelled by merely 
moving their activities to another building. 
The C9llege Center should be the hub of 
student life, and if any confrontation were 
to occur it would be most suitable there. lf 
students were to boycott or picket the 
recruiters in any other building it could 
impede the educational process in the 
classroom. 
Even more detrimental is the scurrilous 
attempt to censor and infringe upon the 
right to freedom of speech. Recently the 
State legislature reversed a long standing law 
that Communists groups could not speak at 
state institutions. Is CCB to fall into the 
ranks of a reactionary attempt to 
promulgate its undemocratic overraction to 
the war in Vietnam. 
Students on this campus .cannot be 
denied the rightful access to the recruiters 
because a small minority of students have 
acted in a self-righteous manner. 
This issue must be taken to a committee 
constituted of representatives of the entire 
college community to get a true reflection of 
how the majority of students feel. 
In his limited experience as 
acting Dean of Students Mr. 
Williams has stated: 
"The students running the 
financial operation of this campus 
have shown extreme efficiency in 
these affairs". 
We ask all those who question 
to validate their accusations 
before implying any misuse of 
funds. 
John Nemeth, Jr . '71 
Frank McDonald '72 
Iron Hand 
To the Editors: 
I) To end apathy and get more 
students involved in school 
government. 
2) To allow a student to do 
one job and devote full attention 
to it. 
3) To stop students from using 
one election to create a name for 
another election. 
These ideas are new so how can 
the Council say they won't work 
and are a mistake? If they are a 
mistake, it will be evident soon 
enough and there is such a thing 
as an amendment to the 
constitution. This article of the 
Class of '73 is a new and different 
idea from that of our present 
system ... . If older 
upper-classmen aren't adventurous 
to try new things, then we will 
just have to wait until you older 
folks graduate to pass new 
legislation. 
~~ 
Curriculum will be the 
subject of President Weiss' 
Listening Post on Tuesday, 
December 16th, at I :40 in the 
Brow sing Lounge of the 
Activities Building. Each 
department chairman has been 
asked either to come or to send 
On Thursday, December 4, 
Council's iron hand ruled once 
again . The Class of '73 brought up 
their constitution for ratification 
which was already approved by 
the Class of '7 3 Congress and the 
Student Council Constitution 
By-Laws Committee. Council 
de Iited an article from the 
constitution, thus making the 
Regina Siegal, President of the 
dominated Class of '73 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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UNEASY AIDER 







a representative to . answer 
questions concerning specific 
curriculum and the 
requirements of that 
department. 
The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not 
necessarly reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this 





Kevin B. Alton , Susan M. Stein 
Business Manager 
Patricia Kelly · 
President Weiss' regularly 
scheduled Listening Posts are News Editor . ... . .................... . .. .. . .. . . .- .Betty Stein 
the purpose of providing Assistant News Editors ... ...... . ..... ... Joe Oliva, Kathy Renaud 
students with the opportunity Feature Editor . . .. .. ....... .... ... . . ...... .. Dave Lichtenstein 
of communicating to the Assistant Feature Editor ..... .. . ... .. .. ... . . . ...... .. Ed. Naha 
faculty and the administration Copy Editors . . ....... Dianne Arminio, Marti Dimun, Ro Robertson 
whatever is on their minds. The s t Ed· 
f l 
por s 1tor ... . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. . ....... .. .. . . . Rick Watson 
most requent y expressed Ph h Ed -
concern has been curriculum. otograp Y itor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · • · Dave Walsh 
For this reason, Dr. Weiss has Off-Campus Editor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-:'.': · · · · · · · · • • • • Ina White 
decided to devote an entire Advertising · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • •.• • • Lorra.;me Hill , Mary Ann Leidell 
session of the Listening Post to Secretary · · • • • • • • • • • .. .. .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . .... . Ellen McCune 
this subject. Advisor --• • • • • • . . ...... .... .............. . .. James Jandrowitz 
Any student who wonders Staff ... : . ... . . . . ... ..... .. .. ... Lois Abate , Rebecca De Matteo 
why he must take a course in Carol Hoesel , Howard Duff, Gloria Joskovich, 
which he has little interest , or Joan Minneci, Jennifer Perone, Luis Sanchez , 
who questions the 
Linda Phelan, Karen Zingler , Suzanne St. Pierre, 
requirements his department Butch Boyle, Carol Doyle, Frank Roscus, Betty Wetzl~r 
imposes is urged to come and 
voice his questions and his Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material is 
opinions to the faculty the Friday prior to publication. . 
' '. ' .1. , OFFICES: ~ oJlegf,:9_eJtfer 7 Bh<r)e :t l&9-4·sso t 4 . 'I I 
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December 11, 1969 
Today: 
Dear Jesus Me! 
To A Friend 
For Christmas 
by Lu is Sanchez 
Two thousand years ago - it 
all began. Two thousand years -
and you'd think we 'd learn what 
it's all about - what it really 
means. We haven ' t - at least , the 
majority of us haven't . Thank 
God a few of us do. 
To think about it , as it 
happened then, is difficult. To 
experience it as it is happening 
today . , . . well, to some it means 
nothing; for others it is an event 
around which they center their 
lives. 
At Willie's Tavern, the meaning 
does not begin on the 24th and 
end on the 25th. It is as it should 
be - a year-round affair. None are 
forgotten - few are reproached -
and all are forgiven . There is 
always the hello and goodbye , the 
involvement into anothe r's life. It 
is so simple - like an act of blind 
faith. An unwilling ear listens 
because some nobody wants or 
has to say what 's on his mind ; and 
it comforts a lonely man or 
woman. This is what it's all about 
- the message from two thousand 
years ago. 
However, it is much more than 
that. A fella at the bar put it this 
way: Christmas time is love. But 
not love per se, because the word 
is a hum an invention 
incorporating the many 
characteristics of man. We cannot 
understand the Diving Love which 
exists, so we put together the 
feelings we experience, such as 
friendship, respect, affection, 
compassion, admiration, 
appreciation, and gratitude, and 
call them love . 
It is saddening to say that 
nobody really cares anymore . Woe 
to him who doesn't, his life will 
be the duller . Schwacky the Man 
once said : Li fe is a big gamble; 
you have to take chances to make 
it exciting; at Christmas, we 
should all take a chance and listen 
to or sing carols - even read the 
story from the beginning as it 
happened then. That's my idea of 
Christmas - you better believe it. 
Jeff put it this way : It 's the 
children. You gotta think of 
them. Don't forget , we were 
children once. They have to laugh 
and be happy and young, just like 
we were. Christmas isn't right 
without children. It just isn't. 
D ck the Wit commented : So 
there I was at I 5,000 feet and 
both my wings fell off. 
Yes, it is this way and that, but 
it hardly ever changes. Of course, 
there is one thing that always has 
to change: that's the food. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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To All Black Revolutionaries 
from Ronald Dean Brown 
(founder of C.B.A., 
Collegians for Black Action) 
There is a lot of "talk" about a Black 
Revolution in America, but I wonder if the brothers 
and sisters talking it really know the definition of 
"revolution." Whether or not a Black Revolution in 
America is possible is not my concern at the 
moment , instead, I would like to set matters in a 
clearer focus. 
To begin with, there is no such thing as a 
"bloodless" revolution, because a "bloodless" 
revolution is a "symbolic" revolution, and this is the 
extent to which Black American revolutionaries 
revolt. In all successful revolutions, there is profuse 
bleeding, and a great deal of killing. In all successful 
revoltuions, the economic system, or the capital, 
changes hands, from the oppressor to the oppressed, 
and this is never done peacefully. 
I have bad news for the assiduous student of 
Ghandi, Ghandi never "won" India's independence, 
England gave it to him for two very good reasons. I) 
England found it very difficult to exploit India's 
three major natural resources . . . pestilence, famine, 
and ignorance. 2) At this stage of the game, the sun 
cou ld hardly find "The British Empire" , so England 
saw the handwriting on the proverbial wall. I am not 
advocating the use of violence, but don't call 
yourself a revolutionary , if you are at most a 
symbolic revolutionary. 
Just as the illiterate migllt (as a compensative 
gesture) purchase several newspaper, or as the 
non-writing might buy several writing implements 
for display only, the militant Black American is 
over-emphasizing the mere symbols of something he 
never intends to carry out. Despite the popularity of 
African haircuts, African clothing and even African 
idioms, the Black American's feelings of inferiority 
have not decreased, instead, they have only assumed 
new dimensions. This type of behavior is the other 
extreme of the "steppin-fetchit" symdrome, 
because both are the adaptation of behavior 
Music 
patterns that have but one purpose . . . that of 
making the o ppressor believe one thing, while we 
know another to be true. 
If a certain "half-white" " b rother" calls himself 
a revolutionary, then he should stop writing 
masturbatory poetry, and purchase some guns and 
bullets. The mellifluous construction of words never 
puts bread and butter on a bare table, and 
"rinky-dink" sonnets very seldom changes an 
economic system. Moreover, I don't recall four 
yellow sheets of mimeographed garbage ever getting 
Black students into college. 
Isn't it paradoxic that the most audible 
"revolutionaries" are attending colleges, preparing 
to go into the very system they plan to destroy. It is 
also strange that the talk of revolution is heard only 
on an undergraduate level , not on a graduate one. 
This is because it is easy to talk revolution, and 
"play roles" when the government is supporting you 
and your wife for four years. Most Blacks find it 
virtually impossible to relinquish the material goods 
a college degree affords them, so the rhetoric of 
revolution ends when they get the diploma. 
Oh .. . I hear my deceived brothers and sisters 
cry , " but Black is Beautiful" , all well and good . 
However I fail to see the inherent beauty of my 
being oppressed , there is nothing beautiful about 
slavery. Moreover, can't we Blacks realize who is 
actually financing the "Black is Beautiful " 
movement, certainly not other Blacks. The entire 
Black is Beautiful movement is as "Wall Street" as 
ticker tape, and we Blacks are gullibly being duped 
again. If you don't believe me go and price a good 
dashiki. Until we realize that another ga me is being 
played on us, we will continue to dress as 
fourteenth century Ghanian princes, while living the 
existence of twentieth century American paupers. 
If you are a true revolutionary , then get your 
matches and gasoline, and I will personally escort 
you to Townsend Hall , but if you aren't, please stop 
" talking" revolution and "hit the books" a wee bit 
harder. 
by Howard .b.ull 
,1 It · • • ')II 
Stones- Partll 
You will get nothing out of 
this piece unless you go back lo 
la st week's paper and read part 
one aga in. If you can' t do that , 
you will be at a loss. So, a brief 
summary of part one is in order -
The scene is Madi son Square 
Garden, Friday nigh t, November 
28, the night of the fina l Ro lling 
Stones concert in New York. The 
show feat ured Terry Ried , B.B. 
King, and the Ike and Tina Turner 
Revue. The Stones have just come 
on pl aying "Jumping Jack Flash ," 
"Carol," " Sumpathy for the 
Devil ," " Lovin Vain ," " St ray Cat 
Blues," and " Under My Thumb ." 
The exc itement is starting to a 
fever pitch. Our sto ry resumes -
The Stones are not only master 
musicians, but master showmen. 
Knowing the crowd is on the 
brink of hysteria, Mick pulls up 
two chairs . Keith takes out his 
National steel guitar, and they do 
two acoustic numbers, "Prodigal 
Son" and an old Robert Johnson 
song, "Gotta Move," the latter on 
which Keith plays some masterful 
slide work for which he is 
roundfully applauded. The lights 
go back on the entire band again 
and "Midnight Rambler" begins. 
Jagger takes out a harp and goes 
to it. The song builds in intensity 
and then· quiets down . All the 
lights are out now . One spot goes 
tackle Mick. God , it 's 1965 all 
over agin ' The house lights are 
now all up full. People are yelling 
an d dancing, heads bobing up and 
dow n . Girl s cry ing. "Stree t 
Fighting Man," the pe rfect Stones 
song. " I think the time is right 
for violen t revolutio n. What can a 
poor boy do 'cept si ng for a rock 
and roll band?") J agger grabs a 
basket of rose petals from behind 
an amp and throws them on the 
crowd. Mo re, and more and then 
the whole baske t. R ose petals are 
released fro m the ceiling. The 
mu sic keeps driving; the people 
keep jumping. It all looks like a 
big party rather than a concert. 
The Stones have showed us 
they' re just people like us. We can 
get on their trip too . They 're just 
guys who happen to be in the best 
band in the world. 
on and we see Jagger on his knees. 
With each line he sings, he gets a 
little higher , finally ending with a 
summersault, and then back into 
the song. Hell , it ju st keeps on 
building and building and just 
when yo u think you' re gonna go 
nuts fro m the fee ling, the best 
picks up and J agge r screams o ut 
the last lines with a fo rce even 
Joplin could n' t equa l, and the 
song climaxes. They go throu gh 
another one fro m the new album , 
" Live With Me", as Keith th rows 
great ri ffs left and right. J agger 
ha s the lights turned up . " Let ' s 
see how beautiful New York is. 
Here 's a song from when you were 
thirteen." It's little "Queenie ," 
another Berry number. The sound 
is indescribable. The Stones are 
moving like they're possessed. 
Keith and Mick are dancing and 
smiling at each other. During 
Keith's fantastic ride , he stands in . T~e musi_c, after building to 
front of Charlie's drums each msatiable heights, stops abruptly 
urging the othei on. "go, ~o , go, as Jagger pirouettes. I an:i left 
little Queenie" sings Jagger over - breathless. People ~tamp their feet 
and over , right into "Satisfaction" for more, but don t feel the least 
and the place goes nuts. People ?.it gilted when there i!n't any . 
join hands and dance in the isles. Thank you, thank you, mouths 
Mick Taylor takes a ride to rival Jagger as he throws kisses with 
Keith's in "Queenie" . From both hands. 
"Satisfaction" to "Hon key Tonk It K I :30 a.m . The Stones have 
Women". ("We want the girls to been p~ of my life and I have 
sing along 'cause we can't hit the been part of theirs for an hour 
high notes", quips Mick.) Some and a half. It was worth a million 
chick runs on stage and tries to years. 
Free Gift Wrapping at your Book And Supply Store 
Open Every Weekday, 9AM to 7PM 
' . 1 < ~ I I 
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More Sound & Fury Crystal Clear by Dave Lichtenstein 
Student Org., Perpetually 
Experimental 
Anarchy Now 
To the Editor: 
I find the recent student 
request that the Committee to 
select the new Dean of Students 
be 50% staffed by students a 
stimulating concept. It opens the 
door to much greater 
faculty-student dialogue. 
demonstrated great intellectual, 
moral and philosophical 
capabilities and sensitivities. But 
perhaps the relationship between 
these representatives of the 
Student Body, elected by the 
Student Body, supported by the 
Student Body, and obligated to 
the Student Body , would have 
been heightened if we, the 
Faculty, and the Administration 
had a 50% voice in electing them. 
In Response To The 
Silent Maiority 
To the Editor : 
In response to the article 
"Silent Majority", I think Canada 
is getting overcrowded with 
draft-evaders. And, it is too bad 
Perhaps the area most in need 
of reform of Newark State 
Student Organization is the very 
title of the body. lf, for example, 
we changed the name from 
Student Organization to Student 
Social Club, a more honest 
attitude could be formed towards that sensible, reasonable people 
have to leave this country for it. 
absolutely nothing for the 
students. Of course, when election 
time comes in March, all these so 
called student leaders {who have 
done nothing throughout the 
year) will present miracle 
panaceas to cure the campus of all 
its ills. 
After all, they do work with The request is founded, with 
apparently well thought out logic, us. 
in the relationship of the Dean of 
Students to the Student Body. It 
Incidentally, there are a 
number o f other areas in which 
the Admini stration mak e s 
decisions affec ting the Students 
which have seco ndary effec ts o n 
the Faculty. These decisions are 
sometimes uncomfo rtable fo r us. 
what they feel they are doing is Members of the executive 
right. We not legitimately called board and council perpetually 
to fight. If it comes to obeying a assume a hierachial attitude 
law or breaking that law by doing towards the rest of the student 
what I feel is right, my reasons body. These 'student leaders' do 
rule over me. I don't want to fight much to better their own individual 
for our country in this war ; others status socially o n campus, while 
do want to fight and they also little gain is actually being made 
Some gains, of course, have 
been made, but the major issues 
have n9t yet risen. There are 
specifically, at the moment, four 
areas in which I hope success will 
have - been met by the second 
semester. 
is said that since he wilJ work with They are : 
the students, they should have a 
50% voice in selecting him. have their right to their reason. fo r the entire student body . 
2) The legalization of alcoholic 
beverages (in accord ance with N .J . 
State Law) on campus. I brought 
this mo tion up and it was passed 
by council last mee ting. Work ing 
together in conjunc.tion with all 
six sta te colleges, the , Newark 
State drive wi ll hope full y be 
successful by the second semester. 
It is hopeful that maybe the 
student s wi ll end so me of the 
present apathy and get involved in 
THIS issue. 
l suggest that it might be wo rth 
a t ry . Of course , as a member uf 
the Fac ulty , I am stimulated to 
ex pand upo n this concept fo r my 
own sake. 
Th e st ud e nt b o d y ha s 
traditio nally elected members to 
positions o f representa tion with 
the Administration and Faculty. 
We, of course, have met and 
w o r ke d with so me very 
o ut s t a ndin g individuals who 
Perhaps we could ex pand in to 
these areas and perm it the Faculty 
to part icipate in these decisio ns. 
As a matter o f fact , perh aps we 
could skip all the intermediate 
steps, and set up an ex periment al 
anarchy immediately . 
Mrs . Berson 
Spec. Education Dept. 
What's Happening Here 
It's not that I'm unpatrio tic or 
yellow. I'm an American and most 
o f the time, proud to be one. But, 
put yoursel f in the Co mmunist 
way o f thought. The U.S.S.R. and 
China would not like to have a 
d e m oc r a ti c, p ro- Am e ri ca n 
country fo r a neighbor , as we 
despise having Cuba, a Communist 
country close to us. The fear of a 
quick nuclear a ttack is attained . 
Su, if there is a nuclear war, one 
co untry might live ten minutes 
lo nger than the othe r. 
The o ld fabl e, " s t u p 
Communism now, before it' s too 
late" , is unreasonable to most 
re as on a bl e Americ a ns . 
Communism in Vietnam spreads 
by propaganda m os tly . 
Demo c ra c y too spreads by 
propaganda in Vietnam. But , 
because the Communists' way of 
Recently the Ass·t. Secretary of 
Student Org. re signed. Therefore , 
the post is now vacant. It is 
available to any Sophomore o r 
Junior. Contact Secretary Joan 
Gotz by December 18th. 
* * * 
The Delta Rho Chapter of 
Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society will 
sponsor a program on graduate 
education on Thurs . Dec. 11 , 7 
p.m. in the Fae. Dining Room uf 
Downs Halls. Mr. Thomas Wilber 
of Newark State' s Graduate 
Division will talk on how to 
choose a graduate school, how 
and when to apply , and financial 
aid , grants, and fellowships. This 
meeting is open to the entire 
student body. Refreshments will 
be served. 
* * * 
Ghosts and Goblins will appear 
thru a lecture Dominick 
Letterese Time 1 :40 W400 Dec. 
16th 
* * * 
Holiday melodies will fill the 
Little Theatre in Student Center 
as the Madrigal Choir presents its 
annual Christmas concert on 
Friday, December 12 at 8:30 p.m. 
Under the direction of Mr. 
Michael Montgomery, the chorus 
will perform classical and 
traditional carols. All are invited 
to attend. Admission is FREE. 
* * * 
PEACE CORPS 
will be recruiting 
TODAY 
Thurs. Dec. 11 
College Center Board spo nsoring 
Theatre Party to Philadelphia 
Theatre of the Living Arts. "The 
Line uf Least Existence" by 
Rosalyn Drexler Tickets $2 .25 -
Bus fare paid! 
* * * 
Students may file NDEA loan 
applications now for the spring 
semester . While there is only a 
limited amount available at the 
moment through repaymentsm , 
Congress is nuw considering an 
additional appropriation . To be 
ready to take advantage of loan 
funds if they become available , 
students sho uld apply now to the 
Director of Financial Aid, 
Townsend I 06. 
Dear Jesus Me· 
(Co
0
ntinucd from Page 5) 
government was winning over the 
Vietnamese, the U.S. had to use 
more men than propaganda to 
uph o ld demo c racy in that 
country. Vietnam was having a 
civil war , being fought over which 
government they wanted, so we 
really had no right to interfere in 
their own war. We should have 
left them alone and let the 
strongest side win , without the 
use uf our men. We should have 
supplied them with artillery, 
machinery, and propaganda , as 
the Communists are in fighting 
their side of the war. 
I don't care and Americans 
shouldn't care, if the world 
becomes Communist except for 
us . As long as Communism or 
Remember the pea soup and 
democracy is allowed to spread by 
how you use tu complain because 
propaganda, let it take its toll. 
it just didn't taste right. And the But, when the damned 
spaghetti, the shrimp, and the Communists or whoever it is, 
fish. Are they giving you any fish • comes to attack this country' I'll 
up there? be the first one in line on the 
We miss you, friend, we want beach off Seaside to blow their 
you to know. Even the vulgarity brains out. Then I'll fight when 
with which you were so eloquent. our country is threatened and 
This Christmas, we pray the only attacked. But, as of now, our 
way we can for the guy who spit fighting in Vietnam is like pulling 
against the wind more often than 
the tail of a foaming Red dog! 
anyone else - and got knocked Steven Shapiro '72 
down in the process. 
By the way, there's a war on. 
That's right - men are dying and 
children are crying - and at the 
same time there is joy and 
laughter. Why do people act this 
way? There's nothing worth 
rejoicing about! It's hard to 




To the Editors: 
I am not a Communist , I do 
not support the Vietcong, and 
yet, I do protest against the war in 
Viet Nam. I , too , call this MY 
country . I feel that MY country is 
making a mistake . I would like to 
As if the fac t that for an entire 
mo nth counc il members could not 
stay at a meeting long enough to 
ge t into new business was bad 
enough, Student Org. President 
Bill Loehning had to ca ll off 
Thursday' s mee ting due to lack uf 
quorum. Fo rtunately, enough 
members were fathered in time to 
call a second meeting shortly 
aft er. But still a question remains; 
what has Student Orga nization , 
specifically many executive board 
and council members who boast 
o f grea t achievments, done fo r the 
Students? 
The answer is this; a lo t has 
been done by a few members, but 
the majority of th e se 
' represent a tives ' have done 
I) One of the most impo rtant 
goals I hope to see is the at taining 
of a student representative on the 
Board of Trustees. In my opinio n, 
council may as well declare it self 
defunct if this goal is not 
complete by the middle of the 
second semester. 
3) Some form of self-funding 
(Co ntinued on Page I 0) 
SENIORS! 
GRADUATE STUDENTS! 
DICTOGRAPH SECURITY SYSTEMS 
HAS PART-TIME OPENINGS 
IF YOU HAVE A CAR AND 
YOU CAN SPARE 
3 EVENINGS A WEEK (6-9 P.M.) 
PLUS SATURDAYS OR SUNDAYS 
YOU CAN EARN ... 
$50-$100 PER WEEKI 
($3 per hour guarantee against commission) 
IF YOU ARE SELECTED 
YOU WILL DEMONSTRATE 
OUR NEW APARTMEN-T BLDG. ........ 
BURGLAR ALARM/SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
ON A "BY APPOINTMENT" BASIS. 9:30-5:00 
Alumni Lounge ~ 
College Center 
Classified 
TOMORROW AKC Dalmation Puppies - Alert , 
Fri.Dec. 129:30-5:00 .. Affectionate, Healthy. Ready for 
Room B. Student Servic~~ CenJer ,-. Chri~mas. Call Dr·. Kavett > -
see MY country correct her 
mistake as best she can - not by 
continuing the killing, but by , 
stopping it. I ·do not want to ,"Go • • 1 
CALL MR~ .JAMES 926-5900 l .• 
-. - .... ••. • • •• -~ ,.;-., & ,.. 
. ' I: 
. .(Ql9,I.Air!\ty) ; •.. :··.: •. , ,431- 152. (Continued on Page 7) I> ----~---.'!'-. --"'!-"'!~'"'!"'-------------- .... ---~··· 
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Still More Sound and Fury 
(Continued from Page 6) 
to Canada". How about helping 
this country? If help means 
changing a policy, is that so 
terrible? Must we kill because it 
has always been done? Does 
America have to continue a war 
just because it has been started? I 
protest because I care - and I call 
caring about MY country and 
about human lives constructive 
feelings. I think that people can 
build on caring enough to stop 
what is as wrong as killing. 
Respectfully , 
Debbie Monnesson 
Class of ' 72 
Mixer? 
To the Editors: 
Would someone please explain 
why the re was a ex istent 
Class of '72 Mixer at the Snack 
Bar. November 22, contrary to 
the lndependent's !isl of the 
week's events? Maybe tl1e eight of 
us who had come with the 
intention of using it as a setting 
for a surprise birthday party were 
mistaken, but then so were quite a 
few other people who kept 
coming by and asking questions. 
and then exploring o ther parts of 
the campus. We wound up 
offering cake to passers-by who 
includedn non-Newark Slaters. If 
the Mixer wasn't held because of 
"Camelot ," we would have 
appreciated even a note on tl1e 
door. Sarcastically we could say 
we shouldn't have been surprised, 
but we would rather hope that 
there is some sort of explanation. 
Yours truly, 
Ulrike Kociuba ' 72, Mary Ann 
Cianci '72, Linda Drzymkowski 
'72, Marcia Shurbetz '72, Marilyn 
Grysmala '7'2, Betty Ritter '72 
Editor' s Note: The Student 
Activities Office makes up the 
Schedule of Events ; the 




To the Editors: 
During last week's activity 
centering around PROJECT YOU , 
I made a few comments regarding 
Zebra , o.ur "un d e r-ground" 
newspaper. would like to 
reiterate those remarks for those 









OUTSTANDING COED CAMPS 
IN POCONO MTS. 
Salary Range - $250 . - $ 1000. 
plus full maintenance for the 8 
week season. Participation in Social 
Work Seminar Program is available. 
Recruiter will be interviewing on 
Campus, Friday, December 12th., 
in the Alumni Office in Student 
Ac tivities Building. For further 




589 Central Avenue, 
East Orange, N.J. 07018 
201 - 678-7070 
Since Zebra's inception early in 
the semester, I have read page 
after page of needless, unfoun ded 
attacks upon persons and groups 
on this campus. We are living in an 
era where it is fashionable to 
criticize almost everything. Zebra 
is attempting , and poorly fa iling, 
to become a means of enlightment 
for the students at Newark State. 
I wish to take issue , 
p artic ula rly , with Zebra's 
incessant criticism of Student 
Organization. As a member of 
Student Council , I personally take 
offense to the image which Zebra 
has given to Student Organiza tion. 
Many students who take Zebra to 
be the Gospel truth, may very 
well sha re the opin10n that 
mem bers of Student Org. are all 
unqualified, irresponsible id iot s. I 
would like to sel the records 
straight. 
This year. Student Org. ha s 
ado pt e d many importan t 
documents fo r the protec tion of 
You; the students . Some of these 
are the culmination of several 
years' work . We now have a policy 
of Due Proce ss. Through tl1e 
efforts of many people. students 
of Newark State are no longe r left 
to the mercy of the Dean . or any 
other administrator who wishes to 
wield auth ority at his own 
discretion. Any problems of a 
disciplinary nature will be handled 
by a board of students, facu] ty , 
and administration. If the decision 
which they hand down seems 
unfair to the student in question , 
he may further appeal to another 
board, comprising of the same 
type of membership . This is only 
one task which Student Org. has 
undertaken. We now have a policy 
concerning leave-of-absence, due 
to the fine work of Jim Harrison 
and his committee. Any student 
in good standing who cannot 
continue college for financial or 
other persona] reasons, may take 
one year off with the guarantee of 
readmission at the end of that 
period . Under study now is a 
policy to allow alchol {for those 
of age) on campus and a study of 
a meaningful drug policy . 
So you see. If the editors of 
the Zebra would bother to look , 
they would see that Student 
Organization has already acted 
upon many issues which they 
would rally to. But if they did 
publish these things , it would 
make for very poor reading. So 
instead, they attack personalities. 
They attack a person's manner of 
speaking. Much of what they print 
is cheap slander. However; I refuse 
to be so narrow-minded as to only 
see one side . I have seen a few 
things in Zebra which agree with. 
For example ; it was pointed ou t 
in a recent copy of Zebra that 
several council rep re sen ta lives 
leave meetings every Friday night 
when there are parties going on. 
Maybe if you , as voters, found out 
about these people , you would 
not re-elect them. I also agree 
with Zebra's opin ions regarding 
the Election Committee. Under its 
old chairman, hardly' an election 
was held, that did not prove to be 
a fiasco, to say the least. 
In conclusion I would like to 
offer my hopes that the students 
at Newark State do not make 
judgements only by what they 
read in Zebra .. Everyone should 
consider both , sides. Factual 
dissent is good. Petty attacks are 
not. In Zebra' s attempt to become 
"underground", it would be wise 
to make very sure of where the 
dirt is being thrown. 
Joel H. Albert 
Student Council 
Class of 1972. 
Sisterhood Is 
Worth It 
To the Editors: 
To the " writers" of ZEBRA , 
especially Marianne through the 
recognized school paper the 
INDEPENDENT: 
We the undersigned. (please 
note that we have the courage o f 
ou r convictions to expose our last 
names) invite you to meet witl1 us 
for a discussion on the subjec t of 
sororities. A subject which you 
obviously know nothing about! 
Since you have fulfilled your 
committment to wr ite an article 
on something and have ex ploited 
the topic of sororities to your 
own advantage . we understand 
that you are probably no longer 
interested in the subjec t and are 
now crusading against o ther 
equally grave injustices. So with 
respect to your obviously busy 
schedule we would like to submit 
a brief outline to clarify and 
co rrect some of your 
misconceptions. 
Point I . The purpose of 
pledging is to unite a group of 
individuals, who may not know 
each other, into a unified body 
with common objectives and 
goals. Goals such as working 
together for the good of the 
sorority and fostering the feelings 
of sisterhood in all its members. 
Point 2. Tears are an outl et of 
emotions and fortunately we have 
not reached the point in human 
development when we should be 
ashamed of displaying our 
humanity . 
Point 3. Have we become so 
sophisticated that singing has 
become a mere j uveile past time 
and is no longer a form of 
communication and expression of 
feelings? We don't think so. 
Point 4. The only PHONIES 
involved in pledging are those 
outsiders who view our actions as 
deliberately cruel and sadistic. All 
those involved know it's only for 
fun . 
Point 5. We think it is much 
more lady-like to condemn 
something you know nothing 
about and to follow the crowd of 
rejects in the constant 
harrassment of Greek 
Organizations. It is definitely 
lady-like to use vulgarity for 
vulgarity's sake. Isn' t it Marianne? 
Point 6. Perhaps you haven't 
heard of the word "spirit ," but it 
would tend to explain why you 
found the pledges so loud. When 
you're so happy and enthusiastic 
about something, it is very hard to 
sit in a corner of apathy and 
quietly twiddle your thumbs. 
Point 7. To clarify one of your 
greatest misconceptions, our 
sorority took in the largest pledge 
class in its history and ha'S ·grown 




by Ed Naha 
Let me begin this dazzling piece by saying that I am a very inept 
interviewer. Whenever I attempt to do one, I get so engrossed with the 
conversation that I forget to take notes. Interviewing Britairt's Joe 
Cocker before his recent performance at Rahway Theater was twice as 
difficult since I really think Cocker is tremendous. 
For those of you who don't know the name, Joe Cocker is 
probably the only white blues singer that sounds as though he 's 
involved with his music. He does not sound like he is deriving his 
"feeling" from the fact that someone is jumping on his crotch, as do a 
lot of his American counterparts . Cocker's emotion is from within. 
Appa rently , this is the key . I asked Joe if he ever did 
"progression-type" blues. ·•1 listened to Muddy Waters. oh , about 
, l 963." he replied. Apparently. he didn 't find straight blues appealing . 
" Did Four Tops for a while. you know, 'Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch'." 
Cocke r final ly made a demo record for Denny Cordell a couple of yea rs 
ago which eventually led to the release of his first single " Marga rine ." 
"That was really a nice record." I said , adding wryly , .. But it 
didn't sell well, did it?" 
"No," he said. " It wasn't really me ." 
1 was about to add that apparently his second " Little Help from 
My Friends" was , because it was a good seller, when pianist. organist 
Chris Slainton came skipping down the stairs into the basement where 
Joe and l were talking. 
"Chris does your arranging , doesn't he? " 
"Yeah whew!" Joe said, as Chris floated by . 
Whew \s right. Slainton 's arrangements are fantastic. He proved 
this during the concert by launching a lethally successful job on the old 
Box Tops hit "The Letter." 
I asked Joe what was his opinion of American groups (since . in 
general . I think they're cruddy.) " A Jot of bands don't seem to be 
sorted out yet ," he said. " I like the Band . but I think they ' re ove r most 
people 's heads." We started talking about how Britain ' s groups differ 
from America's. He said that Britain' s musicians are " students of rock" 
who have " borrowed a lot from American groups." While this is true it 
should be pointed out that British groups have expanded and 
experimented while America's groups for tl1e most part have chosen to 
stay stagnant. I also asked Joe if he ever planned to produce an album. 
he said he didn't have the time nor the group. (Psst. Hint : I gotta 
group!) 
Cocker and the Grease band have a new album includes George 
Harrison's "Something" which the group had in pre-Abby Road Days. 
A single " She Came in Through the Bathroom Window" has been taken 
from the album and should be successful. 
After I left Joe backstage it was learned that there had allegedly 
been some foul play concerning his contract which gave the group quite 
a bad deal. As it turned out Cocker' s contract wasn't binding so he was 
free to walk out and yell "Stuff it!" to the people who drew up the 
document. Learning that this would hurt the Senior Class at Rahway 
High who sponsored the show in all good faith, Cocker went on . 
In short he was fantastic. He's been pcuforming some nine years 
now (although less than a year with the Gref;e Band) and knows how 
to make a live performance equal or surpass a reeerded one. 
After the concert his dressing room was mobbed by friends of 
friends of friends of somebody's Aunt Alice . I didn't even attempt to 
get in . Soon he'd be on his way to Houston, L.A. , Arizona{?) then 
home to England. I was glad that I had caught him at the pinnacle of 
the big time , Rahway Theater. 
On the way out, I realized that I had a lot in common with 
Cocker. Just about the same time his first album came out on A&M 
records, I was being·,tlU0}V.fl. out of A&M ,with my demo.s. Th~,n ag,aiij, (. ,, 
also have a lot in common with Frank Zappa. Just about the time his 
first album came OU on Verve I Was . .. .. I 'I ~ \ ' •• ' • I I • I • ' ... . ... .. . I I • • • , ,, 
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Summary Of YOU Weeli:: Ideas And 
PROJECT YOU week is over now, but it promises to leave lasting 
impressions on Newark State College. Its organizers, Tony Levi and 
Dave Lichtenstein , set Involvement as the goal of the ..program. And you 
did become involved. Everywhere you went in the Student Center, 
PROJECT YOU was there in the form of calm, informative dialogues, 
as well as heated and tense discussion groups - helpful and interesting 
to some while regarded by others as just casual interruptions of their 
lunch and time. For those who truly became involved and aware as a 
result of PROJ ECT YOU, it has become a source of reflection and 
evaluation of themselves and their school. Involvement and interaction 
on the student-student, the student-faculty, and the 
student-administration levels have been the by-products of PROJ ECT 
YOU , which we re achieved through review of current school issues, 
policies, and problems. · 
All ideas and suggestions that have come up as a resul t of 
PROJECT YOU will be documented in a final report which will be 
made available to all - PROJ ECT YOU FEEDBACK. 
The following is a day-ty-day capsule summary of the week's 
proceedings. PROJECT YOU is not over, it has just begun. 
Basbu Co-editor John Melhado explains function of his 
publication to student body at Project You workshop. 
Monday Dec. 1 
Mr. Lawrence Boglin , Chief of Security ut Newurk State College, 
addressed the student body on matters of Security and Parking in the 
opening workshop of Project YOU . 
Several main points were brought up at the discussion , which was 
held in the Snack Bar. Matters which will need further investigation and 
action by the Student Organization include : 
1. A public statement of· where money paid for parking ticket s 
goes. 
2. An investigation of the feasibility of using the Bruce-Keane 
faculty parking lot for passage of student traffic. 
3. A full report of the Security Police standards, and why the 
College and State will not supply suffic ient funds to better security on 
campus. 
4. The installment of some kind of Director of Public Relations 
for St;:curity. Students are only aware of the bad aspects of securi ty and 
not the improvements. 
5. Student-Faculty relationship in regard to park-in space 
priority. 
6. The relationship of Town and Campus customers to the 
Newark State student lot. 
Tuesday Dec. 2 
The Snack Bar acted as the meeting place for Tuesday·s 
discussion dealing with the three campus publications. Representing 
each was John Melhado (Basbu ), Sue Stein (INDEPENDENT'. and Bob 
Weinfield (Zebra). 
The first speaker was John Melhado who explained the function 
of Basbu (Brothers and Sisters for Black Unity). He stated that the 
purpose of Basbu is to serve as an outlet for those stories which, 
because of style or content, would not fit into the other campus 
publications. He went on to say that the only requirement for 
publication in Basbu is that the submitted works be of high literary 
style. He concluded that both Black and White students may write for 
Basbu . 
The second speaker was Sue Stein, co-Editor-in-Chief of the 
Independent. Sue stated that the INDEPENDENT is not controlled by 
an elite group, and that any student may write for the newspaper. She 
asked for help from the student body to improve the quality of the 
paper. A question was asked concerning that status of poetry in the 
paper , to which Sue answered that the Independent has made a policy 
not to print poetry, although exceptions have been made in the past to 
print poetry of a highly political nature. 
The third speaker was Bob Weinfield of Zebra. He defined Zebra 
as a voice for those students who feel that they can not be represented 
by the · Independent. He went on to say that Zebra is supported by 
student contributions, and asked for student body co-operation to 
1 improve the quality of Zebra. ... ...... .. .... . . . ... ,._ . . . ·- . . . .... - ...... ---------· -
Tuesday late morning was the discussion time for Sports. Mr. 
Waterman, coach of the football team, was the main speaker at this 
workshop which was held in the Little theater. Most discussion 
comments centered chiefly on the proposed football team of next year. 
Mr. Waterman commented that any student playing varsity football 
could not play Greek football because : I. it wouldn't be fair to have 
varsity players on a Greek team, 2. by forcing potential players to make 
a choice between Greek and varsity football, there would be more 
people involved which would broaden the program, and 3. the 
fraternities already play in the intramural framewo rk. When asked a 
question about facilities, Mr. Waterman stated that the team will play 
behind the gym instead of renting a stadium. He wants to see how 
much money can be obtained from the state to improve our field . 
Next September, N.S.C. will definitely be playing 
Fairleigh-Dickinson, St. Peter's, and New York Institute, and possibly 
Rutgers and Seton Hall. Training will begin in the Spring semester with 
a week practice after finals and another practice session in the fa ll . 
In the afternoon, an all-college assembly was held in the Snack 
Bar. This part of PROJ ECT YOU informed the stude nt body about the 
various clubs and organizations on campus. Among those present were 
representative members of the Ski Club, the Council for Exceptional 
Child ren, Dana Review, l.F.S.C., and the Alethian Society. 
A major topic of the assembly was the college co-op. On hand to 
answer questions concerning the co-op was Dr. Samenfield. Among 
questions that were raised were why faculty members receive a I 0% 
discount in the Bookstore and why the Bookstore prices are so high. 
Dr. Samenfield answered by saying that the Bookstore is here for 
convenience, not discount, and that since the Bookstore orders only 
small amounts of books, they therefore must charge more . 
Wednesday Dec. 3 
A discussion concerning the N.S.C. curriculum was held in the 
Hex Room. Interested students were able to speak with and ask 
questions directly to their depa rtment chairman on various facers -of the 
curricul um - courses, course requirements, and electives being ·among 
the sub-topics under review. The . day long meeting brought up the 
problem of how to deal with the expanding enroll ment at Newark State 
and how each department will be able to handle the influx of studens. 
Already under rapid expansion are the Music, the Psychology, and the 
Foreign Language de partments. 
Students speak on publ ications for Project You. From left; 
L ichtenste in, Weinfield (Zebra), Young (Zebra), Stein 
( Independent ) and Levi . 
Thursday Dec. 4 
Thursday afforded the student the opportunity of learning more 
about the three major organizations on campus - the Student 
Organization, the Collegians for Black Action (CBA), and the College 
Center Board {CCB). 
First to speak to and with the students were Don Merce, 
chairman of the CCB. He explained the activities of the College Center 
Board, which is responsible for all plays, movies, concerts, and dance 
reviews that are put on at Newark State. He stated that all students are 
members of CCB, and invited any interested students to attend the 
meetings on Wednesdays in the Alumni Lounge. In answer to questions 
posed to him, Mr. Merce responded by stating that although 
professional projectionists are hired to show the movies, trouble that 
occasional arises is due to faculty or inadequate films or equipment. He 
went on to say that in order to assure NSC students admission to the 
CCB movies, the showing of l.D.'s will be required now ; those 
presenting their I.D.'s are allowed to brjng one guest. A question was 
asked as to when CCB will have "someone who Black students will 
enjoy.'' To this, Mr. Merce said that there are Black students on the 
Board , but he will consult further Black students. 
Homer Mosley, Vice President of the C.B.A., spoke next, giving a 
brjef desprlp,ti.or of CBA and it~ purpose. ,He d~~c;ri)Jed the CBA as an 
(Continued on ~qg~ ~) , ,, ,, ,o' '_I:, :. ·. · 1 • ',' , 
Froin Co-
by Tony Levi 
Now that the major part of 
PROJECT Y OU is over, many 
questions concerning the future of 
Newark State College are left in 
my mind. Questions dealing with 
parking, security, curriculum, 
campus deve lopment, and other 
student gripes will be further 
looked into by the PROJECT 
YOU committee, the Student 
O rganization, and the 
administration . There are many 
major areas that need attention ; 
PROJECT YOU has focused that 
needed attention on them. 
I firmly believe that PROJ ECT 
YOU was a success because the 
students supported it. It has 
brought about more student 
involvement - something that is 
an accomplishment in its own 
right. Jt - has started students 
thinking about themselves, their 
fellow students, and what is being 
done in regard to their gripes. 
The PROJECT YOU theme -
INVOLVEMENT - must never be 
forgotten. I feel-· 'that PROJECT 
YOU has started things moving in 
the right direc;tion - towards a 
new awakenrog. I know that 
PROJECT YOU has helped the 
student body. 
A detailed report , PROJECT 
YOU FEED BACK , will be 
published in February . I thank all 
of the students, the fac ul ty, and 
the administration, who helped 
make PROJECT YOU a success 
through their invo]vement.n ,, 
By Dave Lichtenstein 
Two common problems faced 
by the entire campus seem to be 
that of financ;:es and red-tape 
beauracracy. These were the 
constant causes of chaos which 
frequented PROJECT YOU 
discussions . 
For example, a lack of 
sufficient progress in every field, 
from curriculum and athletics to 
parking and security could be 
traced to a lack of necessary 
funds. In turn, this problem was 
do not soley to the college's 
stubborness to spend the money, 
but moreover the lack of Trenton 
to supply it. 
Another major area of concern 
seemed to be that of an existing 
campus beaurocracy . This 
situation has served as a deterrent 
to progress for both black and 
white students, as brought up 
throughout the week . 
On a general basis, I felt that 
PROJECT helped to open up 
some new ideas and show room 
for expansion and progress. But 
there is much more. We all 
witnessed the apathy on campus 
during PROJECT YOU . But just 
admitting apathy is not enough. 
Something must be done about it. 
. And it is in this light that I 
v1 the function of PROJECT 
Y@lJ. First, to enlight us to the 
exis.ui:!g problems on campus, 
second to enlighten as many of 
the students as possible, and third, 
to do something about it. 
The first part has been 
accomplished. We can now see the 
need for development in many 
areas of campus life . Concerning 
the second aspect, those students 
who attended sessions and 
(Co1;1·tit)t1c.d.Qn Page 9) 
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Suggestions To Be 'DiSti-ibuted In Report 
Chairlllen 
(Continued from Page 8) 
listened during Snack Bar dialogue 
learned a lot. But being realistic, 
this does not include the majority 
of the student body. 
For these students, who due to 
work or other reasons could not 
attend, we will publish PROJECT 
YOU FEEDBACK; a detailed 
summary of the events and ideas 
of PROJECT YOU. Furthermore, 
we will also make an effort to get 
as many students as possible to 
work on college committees. Most 
students are unaware that you do 
not have to be a council member 
to be so involved. 
Part three, and the most 
important in my opinion, are the 
changes which must follow. The 
whole project will be a failure if 
action is not taken and sufficient 
changes not made. 
If the above steps are taken 
then PROJECT YOU will be a 
success. As previously mentioned, 
a more detailed report will be 
upcoming in PROJECT YOU 
FEEDBACK. 
Personally I thought much was 
gained by the project. I learned 
more about the campus, and I am 
sure interested students who 
attend did likewise. And for those 
22:, who did not, they will be 
informed through our published 
report :-
(Continued from Page 8) 
organization which is definitely "Militant in the sense of the mind", 
and as a cultural organization searching for identity. One question was 
brought up concerning the apathy of the Black students and the 
Browsing Room, to which Mr. Mosley answered that the Black students 
are no more apathic than the white students, and that the Black 
students did not "push" the white students left of their own accord. 
Another question was brought up about the existance of Black 
prejudice towards whites, to which Mr. Mosley said, "How can I think 
of things in proportion when every day the professors let us know we're 
in a minority? I'm pro-Black, and if that makes me prejudice, then I 
am. " 
Finally, ·William Leohning, President of the Student Organization, 
commented on the Student Org by stating in his opening remarks that 
the college is run for a small group; his hopes are to de-centralize the 
Student Org. He felt that the Student Org will never be able to reach all 
students as long as they have the "Don't-give-a-damn" attitude. One 
Project You Co-chairmen Tony Levi (LI and Dave Lichtenstein 
(RI discuss campus situations with Freshman class president 
Regina Seigal. 
But the most important aspect 
of PROJECT YOU is that the 
work it entailed is hardly over. 
The doors have only been opened. 
In other words this is ONLY 
THE BEGINNING. student asked how one could get involved without running for office, 
to which Mr. Loehning replied that there are several committees which 
By Dave Lichenstein "take manpower, not leadership." 
Co-Chairman, Project You 
Feedhacl{ 












3. Do you think major 
assemblies (Parking & Security, 
All-college assemblies, Student 
Org.) should have been held in the 




4. Would you like to see it 
repeated next year? 
YES NO 
131 29 
S. Do you feel that any 




(Total students polled 
· • . .. . 189)· · 
Thursday afternoon saw the climax to PROJECT YOU in the 
form of the week's second all-college assembly held in the Snack Bar 
with several administrative officers present. Dr. Nathan Weiss, Acting 
President of Newark State, explained the functions of the President's 
cabinet, and the role of the college President. Concerning a specific 
question on the military recruitment on campus, Dr. Weiss said that if 
the students wanted such recruitment activities out of the College 
Center, he would not be opposed. 
Dr. Polglaze, Acting Vice-President, discussed the role of the 
Vice-President and talked about campus expansion. 
Edwin Williams, acting Dean of Students, discussed his position in 
relation to the campus and the student body. He also spoke of the 
dormitory and parking situations, and answered questions directored 
towards these areas. 
Dexter Pease, Assistant Registrar, explained one of the major 
advancements at Newark State to take place next year - the 
arrangement for students to pick their own professors and to set up 
their own schedules. 
Friday Dec. 5 
Campus development was the final topic discussed during 
PROJECT YOU . The two-and-a-half hour meeting in the Hex Room 
brought out points which should be of major concern to the student 
body. Mr. Freidlington, advisor to President Weiss, stated that plans are 
being activated for the construction of three new buildings at Newark 
State, but, due to .lack of funds, these buildings nevertheless be 
inadequate. The new buildings will take form as an administrative 
building, a science and math building, and a maintenance building. 
When asked about parking, Mr. Freidlington said that a 
temporary parking lot will be put in behind the new Fine Arts building. 
Mr. Freidlington saw little chance for the erection of new dormitories 
in the near future, definitely not before 1973. 
With the conclusion of this workshop and discussion at 11 :30 am , 
PROJECT YOU formally ended. i 
Students Opinion 
Of Project YOU 
I don't think that the students 
got involved; the attendance at 
the meetings was poor. The only 
one that I liked was the discussion 
· on the curriculum because you 
were allowed to ask questions 
which were then answered. At the 
parking and security discussion, 
we asked questions, but really 
received no answers. I don't think 
anything will be accomplished by 
these discussions. We are just 
talking, but taking no action. 
Cathy Papirnik 
(freshman) 
* * * 
I think it is a very good idea. It 
directly involved the students 
with issues that concern them. 
The project was an excellent 
opportunity for the students to 
state their complaints and work 
toward constructive solutions to 
problems. PROJECT YOU was 
publicized far enough in advance, 
so there is no obvious reason to 
my why so few students 
participated. It offered the chance 
to question current policy and 
make suggestions for 
improvement in all areas of 
student life. I was unable to 
attend the meetings due to 
unforseen circumstances, but 
everyone I spoke lo concerning 
the results didn't seem to know 
what was going on. 
Nancy Burns 
(senior) 
From what I know about it, I 
think it's good for the students 
because they are trying to involve 
and inform the students about 
what's taking place in the college. 
But there are a lot of students 
who are too lazy to care about 
what's going on. It is our money 
that we are spending and we 
should have more power in 
running the college. 
Steve Shapiro 
(sophomore) 
* * * 
I feel the intent of PROJECT 
YOU is basically sound. The 
collection of gripes in order to 
make the Student Organization 
more responsive to the needs and 
desires of the students is an 
excellent idea. However, the 
students must be cautious in not 
expecting too much immediately. 
I feel that PROJECT YOU is an 
excellent experiment in 
communication, but after 
attending a few of the discussions, 
particularly the one on security, 
all I can say is, its going to be a 
long time before both sides are 
will to stop talking at each other 
and start talking to each other. 
From what I could see, there is a 
great deal of griping on the part of 
the students, which is good, but 
the students will have to come up 
with concrete plans to present to 
the administration before any 




The Independent will not publish a 
regular issue next week. Be sure to 
watch for our extra special holiday 
edition (which is our Christmas gift 
to you) , on Tuesday, December 
16th. The next regular issue of the 
Independent will be published on 
Thursday , January 8, 1970. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
f ~' ( I • ; I • 1 t - I ' 
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Still More Sound & Fury Here's a Riddle For You! 
(Continued from Page 3) 
(Continued from Page 7) 
almost twice its size, due to great 
interest shown by eligible girls. 
Obviously Marianne, we ARE 
worth it, and it is we who pity 
you for not being able to see it. 
Judy Fasone 
Lynn Balacco 
Two Proud SISTERS 
Greeks 
Serve 
To the Editors: 
Fraternity and sororities on the 
Newark State College campus 
serve a definite and positive 
purpose. They give many students 
in Greek life a chance to 
participate in such sport activities 
as football, basketball, and 
softball . They participate in most 
of the school's organizations, such 
as the INDEPENDENT, the 
DANA REVIEW , the 
MEMORIBILlA, C.C.B., C.E.C., 
Seate and Student Organization . 
THEY are the interested students. 
They also participate in all 
school sports; baseball , basketball , 
bowling, and tennis. THEY are 
the ones on the fields and courts 
representing the school. 
rm tired or the continuous 
abuse that the fraternities and 
s o ro r i t i e s get f ro,m the 
'individuals' on this campus, and 
from the writers ( or contributors) 
on the ZEBRA. Look around 
independents, see the fund-raising 
for charities that all the soro rities 
and fraternities run ; see the 
activities they offer for both 
Greeks AND non-Greeks (i.e . 
sports, parties, carnival, greek sing 
etc.) 
They all are o rganiza tions 
which benefit both the members 
and the school at large. Oh , yes, 
by the way ( to those misled 
people): individuality is not Jost 
in the Greek organization, in fact, 
it is usually brought to the front 
in each and every member. 
Brotherly , 
Tomm Belz 
Rope O ff 
Frat Tables 
To The Editors: 
I am writing in protest of those 
reserve seats at the Chuck Berry -
al Kooper concert the other night. 
I bought my ticket with the 
understanding that seating would 
be on a first-come first-served 
basis. Well , I was first-come, but 
certainly not a first-served. When I 
got into the TPA , the first five 
rows in the center section (the 
best seats) were roped off for 
"priviledged people." Granted , 
some of those people deserved 
being there in lieu the hard work 
they did on the concert, but, 
when certain " frat Freaks" and 
heads of various student groups 
walked in and sat in those seats, it 
was a little too much . In the 
future, lets hope this practice is 
curtailed. Perhaps a solution 
would be the roping off of the 
frat tables in the snack bar and 
the student offices in the student 
center to enable those people to 
feel their superiority over the 
"'cornrriorf people ."' 
HoWaia Doff ;n · 
hnprudent 
Snob 
To the Editors: 
We 11, well, so the Silent 
Majority as represented by Cathy 
Fahrenholz, has learned to speak. 
Too bad it hasn't learned to think 
logically as well. For what she 
evidently feels is a breach of 
American ideals, Miss Fahrenholz 
castigates all who marched on 
Washington November I 5. In 
fairness I must admit that there is 
a small element of anarchists in 
the Peace Movement. But to 
pigeonhole every member of the 
group as trying to "overthrow the 
American government" is patently 
absurd. 
I also c hallenge her 
assumptions that she and the rest 
of the Silent Majority have 
cornered the market on 
patriotism. I took part in the 
March Against Death because I 
love this country. I contend that 
it is more patriotic to try to help 
the country amend a mistake like 
the Vietnam war , than it is to 
fight to perpetuate the mistake so 
those in power won't lose face. By 
the way, for every Viet Cong flag 
about which Miss Fahrenholz is so 
concerned, I saw at least ten 
American flags at the Washington 
rally. That in itself is a reflection 
of the sentiments of the majority 
of peace demonstrators. 
Miss Fahrenholz reminds us 
that it isn ·1 easy to run this 
country. Of course not. How 
could it be when billions of 
dollars, thousands of lives, and 
untold energy is being poured into 
a senseless Asian war? Perhaps if 
we were out of Vietnam we could 
begin to put more effort into 
solving such domestic incidentals 
as poverty, racial tension and 
inflation. 
In three words , Miss 
tahrenholz has commanded 
anti-war people to "Go to 
Canada.'' I have three words in 
mind which would map a route 
for her, but charity prevents me 
from writing them. As an 
alterna tive , I suggest that the 
young lady should get a job with 
the NEW YORK DAILY NEWS -
she would be right at home there. 
Give my regards to Spiro, Miss 
Fahrenholz! 
Patriotically yours, 
Marie Kancelj ak, 
An effete snob 
of class of '7 1 
Resurrection 
To the Editors: 
Since "Death" has appeared to 
be the vogue on campus in the last 
few weeks, we have good news for 
the student body of Newark State 
College. 
A "Resurrection" of the Dead 
has taken place on campus. 
·" The Alethian Society has 
finally come to life! 
Who and what is the Alethian 
Society? Its an undemonina tional 
Christian organization which has 
found "Religion" to be a drag , 
and not the answer to man's 
hang-ups. 
Our purpose in existing is to 
share with the student body the 
a'n~wer .J/J.r
1
have found for our 
I Ir\~~, '1 rt • ' { l( 
han11-ur.r -~f~<;lµ,is,tjan? ,we ,f9ynd 
. J l°( l ;I.JI ~ . .L,:1 11 •) • ~ · 1 
religion wasn' t the answer, but 
that it is a Person. 
One who has been where 
you're at , and so he understands. 
A "Person" who tells it like it is, 
without a lot of cliches. One 
who'll really blow your mind! 
If like us , you've tried , 
"Religion", perhaps Drugs, 
Alcohol and Sex, and you're still 
seeking for something or someone 
to give life a meaning Stop 
looking we've found the 
answer. Why not check us out, 
and Jet us share our answer with 
you. 
Where : Book Store Building - · 
Student Clubs and Organizations 
Room. 
When : College Free Hour -
Tuesday 
Glenda C. Wills 
Pres. of Alethian Society 
Reply 
To the Editor: 
This addressed to Miss Cathy 
Fahrenholtz (letter printed Dec. 
4). It is obvious, Miss 
Fahrenholtz, you have not taken 
the time to examine the actions of 
those you "put down" in your 
letter. If you feel that attending a 
Moratorium program and getting 
some first hand information is too 
much, I suggest you read further 
than the headlines. Certainly I 
sympathize, as do many others, 
with the plight of our boys in 
Vietnam, but, if tiring my feet for 
one day, one month, or one 
anything will keep our present 
administration on its' toes, don't 
you think it just may be worth it. 
Your concern for the "saving 
of face'' of our country is 
touching but ridiculous when it 
cmeans the death of 40,000 and 
maiming of a few thousand more. 
I commend you for your 
suggestion, "Go to Canada", 
however, that is a little late since 
much of "Young-America" is 
indeed in Canada now. 
Please understand am 
thankful for many things this 
country has given me, however , I 
really wouldn 't consider death in 
my future or even the loss of a leg 
or two. 
"Coward!" you scream. Keep 
sc reaming and I'll keep marching. 
I'll get flat feet and you '11 loose 
your voice . Like I said, " I am 
thankful for many things!" One 
thing more will help. 
Thank you, 
Jeff Brooles 
When I think back over my earliest introduction to printed letters 
and their sounds, sometime during first grade, I marvel at my positive 
attitude today. My class was introduced to their very first literary 
characters - those perfect paragons of virtuous American youth known 
as Dick, Jane, Sally, Spot and Puff. For the time being, I suppose that 
was alright ; after all, commanding a rich reading vocabulary of about 
200 carefully selected words, we were hardly prepared to cope with 
situations that were too complex and true to life, any way (not that the 
situation improved much later on with those thrill packed textbooks 
and Weekly Readers). Further,. we were reading aloud, and all our 
efforts were concentrated on reciting fluently enough to earn a place in 
the First Reading Group. To hell with WHAT we were reading, much 
less whether it was fun or not - this was a competitive game we were 
learning. The stutters were mocked, the "orators" were envied and 
rewarded. For too many grades following, chapter by chapter of one 
sterilized reader after another was rendered aloud by pupils in a moving 
monotone that echoed their interest. Not only did this "oration" drain 
the life from reading; but worse , it fixed our reading rate at around 200 
words a minute - no faster than spoken conversation - (yet 
meanwhile , our minds, which worked much faster than that, were easily 
sidetracked onto its own paths of association). No wonder so many 
students retail so little and move their lips while they read! 
Most of my subsequent reading experiences have been footnotes 
to that - more complex, of course, but fundamentally the same. There 
have been some wonderful times, though , when l read some movels 
with an involvement that caused me to actually forget that I was 
reading: for awhile, I was freed from worrying about "how much I 
was getting out of it" or how Jong it was taking; liberated also from 
page-counting and day-dreaming. I was INTO the literature - seeing its 
movie hearing its message or tone, debating with it and relating it to my 
experience. But that sort of reading experience happens to me rarely, 
most often, I put up with what I have heen trained to endure. 
I don't like to believe that students are permanently fated with 
this hangup . Many, I've noticed, undergo partial recuperation upon 
graduation from college; others, feeling a bit frustrated, sometimes elect 
courses in speed-reading or concentration. Yet I feel convinced that if 
teachers had introduced reading as a lifelike experience, and generated 
more respect and encouragement for interpretation and criticism, 
students would have regarded reading as less of a task, and more of an 
exploratory adventure, from the beginning. 
StudentOr.g 
(Continued from Page 6) 
projects by student organization 
to defray the amount of the 
Student Activities fee. More on 
this next issue. 
4) A teal effort by council to 
get outside students to work on 
Student Organization committees. 
This does not mean individual 
efforts by certain council or 
executive board members to win 
votes by appointing outside 
students to committees, who will 
later support them election time 
but a general campaign by student 
organization. 
These are just some areas 
needed for reform. Others, such as 
parking, curriculum, and athletics, 
were brought up in PROJECT 
YOU and also need some revising 
and restructing. I only hope I have 
not spoiled too many candidate's 
platforms by discussing these 
issues now instead of waiting until 
the elect ion time in March as has 
perpetually been the procedure. 
CCB Exhibit 
• ,. If 
The College Center Board in 
cooperation wi'th the ilipan 
Society of New York is currently 
exhibiting a series of graphic 
illustrations by Ando Hiroshige. 
The exhibit, part of a continuing 
series, will run through December 
in the Little Gallery located in the 
College Center. Hours for the 
exhibit are 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 
P.M. daily, and the public is 
invited. 
Ando Hiroshige is a landscape 
artist in the tradition of Japanese 
woodblock artistry. His major 
accomplishment has been the 
portrayal of Japanese landscape 
through use of velvet-tones, with a 
naturalistic (Western influence. 
The Hiroshige prints currently 
on displ ay at Newark State are 
entitled "The Fifty-three Stages 
of the Takaido Highway," and 
depict the pilgrimage road 
between the cities of Tokyo and 
Kyoto. 
The Brothers Of 
SIGMA BETA TAU 
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Squires Beat Wilmington 
(Cont inued from Page 12) 
used the fast break to their advantage. NSC scored 
their first bucket of the second half on a Wilbur 
Aikins jump shot at 19:16. The Conn. club then 
broke the game wide open as they gained control for 
the boards paired with a State cold spell as Dan 
Pocus finally broke the ice with two foul shots at 
16:24. (5540). 
Sacred Heart continued to score freely via the 
fast break, piled up a 25 point lead 80-55 with 9:02 
remaining before the home team coach began to 
substitute at will . 
Both clubs were hot from the charity stripe. 
SHU converted an amazing 22 of 26 fouls while 
NSC was just as impressive with a slightly lower 21 
of 29 free throws. Percentages from the floor made 
the difference as the Pioneers hit 53% while Newark 
State made good on 36%. Once again all the Squire 
starters hit double figures as did the Sacred Heart 
five. Dan Pocus and SHU' s Dan Haines shared 
scoring honors for the night with 2 1 apiece. Wilbur 
Aikins turned in anothe r fine performance , coming 
up with 18 points . Doug Borchers and Alex 
Kennedy both connected for 14 points, as George 
Gilcrest flipped in 12 two pointers. NSC now holds 
a 1-2 records. 
The Pioneers made it a clean sweep with an 
83-70 victory over the Squire yearlings. Newark 
State's John Costley led all J.V . scores with a strong 
21 point performance. 
Financial Statement 
(Continued from Page l) 
the uses to which surplus available 
cash has been put. A first 
responsibility is to maintain and 
improve the operations themselves 
in the interest of providing 
efficient service, and funds have 
been provided to improve 
Bookstore and Snackbar facilities 
as listed. A second responsibility 
is to distribute surplus funds for 
the benefit of the students and 
the general College community, 
and funds have been allocated in 
line with this responsibility. 
Newark State College Cooperative 
Financial Report 1968-1969 









(an increase of $49,000) 
cash o n hand 
accounts receivable 
inventories 
fixed assets (furn iture and 
fixtures, reserves for 
depreciation) 





fixed assets (furnitu re , 
fixtures, reserves for 
depreciation) 
cash on hand 
48,1136., 
Distribution of funds available since 
July 31, 1969: 
Bookstore: 
$10,000 ~o Cooperative 
General Account 
6,350 Bookkeeping Machine 
600 Supplies for above 
900 Cash Register 
8,150 cash on hand* 
26,000 
General Account: 
$23,000 cash on hand 
10,000 from Bookstore 
33,000 total available 
6,000 Replacement - Snack 
Bar Booths 
3,000 Reserves for legal and 
accounting fees, 
repairs, general expenses 
850 Final payment for 
Mace and Chain 
700 Renewal of Browsing 
Lounge subscriptions -
purchase of books 
750 Insurance to cover 
equipment and properties 
donated 
2,500 Events Sign, installation, 
letters 
625 Checkroom Counters 
6,330 College Development Fund 
1,500 Day Care Center 
3,500 Projector System for Theater 
of Performing Arts 
7,245 Unallocated 
33,000 
*N.B. This is a minimal amount o f cash 
to retain to cover operational expenses 
including salaries, taxes, trash disposal, 
etc., for an operation of this size. 
Finally, with its new outlook 
for the coming year, the N.S.C . 
co-op "will no longer parcel out 
funds to various causes but rather 
all funds will be channeled into 
th~ development of the coliege 
union building," Mr. Matos stated. 
Goldberg Addresses 
Students at N.S.C. 
Sponsored by the Council for 
Exceptional Children, Dr. lgnacy 
Goldberg, noted author, speaker, 
and professor in the field of 
Special Education, addressed a 
group of N.S.C. students in the 
Little Theatre on November 25. 
Dr. Goldberg holds a M.A. and 
Doctor of Education degree from 
Columbia University. Presently, 
he is a professor in Special 
Education at Columbia but he has 
also instructed at various colleges 
and universities throughout the 
country. Dr. Goldberg has written 
many books and articles, and has 
served on the President's Panel on 
Mental Retardation, chairing the 
Sub-Committee on , Education, 
· Recreation , and- -Vocational 
Training in Institutions. 
Dr. Goldberg described the 
various types of mental 
retardation. and stressed the need 
for colleges and universities to 
prepare teachers in proportion to 
the categories of the nation's 
retarded. The topic of placing 
retarded children in the normal 
class and a request to the audience 
for their reactions was also raised 
by Dr. Goldberg. 
A representative of CEC 
explained that this program is the 
first of many programs which the 
Council will sponsor throughout 
the year. CEC hopes to have 
programs covering all areas of 
Special Educiifion,' and invites the 




'69-'70 season is here . This 
coming Monday, December 15th, 
the first game of the season will 
be held between NSC's women's 
basketball team and Ocean 
County College in Tom's River. 
The time is 4:30 and spectators 
are welcome. The following 
Wednesday, the 17th, the team 
will play again in the annual 
Alumnae game at 7:30 in the 
Gym. Help start the season out 
right - come out and encourage 
your team. 
In te rcolle gia te volley ball 
matches will also be held on the 
1 5 th with two teams from 
Newark State competing against 
Ocean County College . 
The Field Hockey Association 
of North Jersey held a banquet 
this past · Friday attended by a 
number of field hockey officials 
and members of the New Jersey 
team. At the banquet, a Newark 
State senior, Linda Smith, was 
selected for her outstanding 
participation in the sports, to 
attend an advanced skills clinic foi: 
field hockey and lacrosse. As 
North Jersey's representative she 
will have her tuition completely 
provided during her six day stay 
in Maine , next August at the 
skill' s camp. Linda, who is a field 
hockey official and . a member of 
the New Jersey team, is also a 
member of our own field hockey 




Restaurant & Loun~e 




and Jumbo Shrimp 
686-1200 
225'8 Morris Ave., Union, N.J: 
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Greek Title Pending 
Chi, Pi Co- Champs 
Tau vs Mu 
(Continued from Page 12) 
quarter. Mid-way through the 
period, Catalano threw a screen 
pass to Lineberry, who ran 35 
yards for the TD picking up 
excellent blocking by Ken May 
and Bob Baxter. The point after 
was good making the score 38-0. 
The final blow came on the next 
set of Mu downs with Mu on their 
own ten, Tom O'Donnell caught 
Mu's crambling quarterback in the 
end zone for a safety, making the 
fmal score 40-0. 
Pi vs Phi 
by Tom O'Donnell 
Nu Delta Pi clinched a tie fo r 
the Greek Football title with a 
tough 27-6 decision over Nu 
Sigma Phi. Pi expected to make 
easy work of Phi but Phi showed 
early that this was not going to be 
the case. 
Early in the first quarter Phi 
faced Pi to punt to the Phi 40 
yard line . Then Phi started their 
drive . Hoermann threw a long pass 
to Helmsetter who took the ball 
down to the 15 yard line. Three 
plays later, the combination of 
Hoermann to Helmstetter again 
clicked for the touchdown. The 
extra point attempt failed. The 
score remained at 6-0 as Phi kept 
putting the pressure on Pi forcing 
the Green and White into 
numerous mistakes. Pi was a study 
in futility up until just before the 
half when they scored. Their drive 
started when Dennis Todd 
intercepted a Phi pass on the Phi 
35. On the next play Scardilli 
threw a swing pass to Bruce 
Meyers who took the ball down to 
the 13 yd. line . Pi really showed 
its futility on the next few plays. 
First Steve Basarab dropped a pass 
in the end zone, then McConville 
dropped on in the end zone for 
the touch down . The extra point 
was good on a pass from Scardilli 
to Basarab making the score 7-6 at 
the half. 
Pi hoped to break the game 
open early in the second half 
when Steve Basarab took the 
kickoff and raced down the right 
sideline for a touchdown but an 
illegal block at midfield brought 
the ball back to the 40. Pi then 
started a touchdown drive after a 
35 yd pass to Gilcrest was called 
back because of another penalty. 
Scardilli ran up the middle for 8 
yards, he passed IO yds to Basarab 
then another pass to Gilcrest 
brought the ball down to the 25. 
The combination of Scardilli to 
Basarab connected for the score 
to make it 13-6. The point after 
attempt failed. 
In the fourth quarter Pi began 
to move the ball consistan tly . Pi 
had the ball at midfield then 
Scardilli ran for 5 yds and on the 
next play Scardilli again hit 
Basarab with a 45 yd scoring 
bomb. Scardilli then ran around 
the right end for the point after to 
increase the Pi lead to 20-6. After 
the ensuing kickoff Phi mounted 
their only threat of the second 
half. Having the ball on their own 
45 Phi proceeded t<? m~ve upfield. 
Hoermann hit Bob Oszarney wit.I;t 
a pass over the ~ddle for 1 s' yds, 
then Helmstetter for 15 more but 
this is where the threat ended 
when penalties pushed Phi back 
into their territory . Late in the 
final period, Phi was still trying to 
increase their lead when reserve 
quarterback Stan Pietryks hit 
Steve Basarab with a 40 yd pass to 
give Pi a commanding 26-6 lead. It 
was Basarab's fourth touchdown 
of the day. The extra point was 
good on a pass to McConvill to 
give Pi its final point of the day. 
Pi now has completed its first 
undefeated season in Greek 
football with the only blemish a 
tie with Sigma The ta Chi who 
they tied for the title. There is a 
possibility of a playoff for the 
title if both sides agree to it. 
Judo Club 
Victorious 
In a Judo Shiai (tournament) 
for the white belt division 
between the Newark State Judo 
Club and the Elizabeth Judo club 
on December 4, 1969, Newark 
State won 3 out of 4 competition 
trophies. 
The winners are as follows: 
Men - Heavyweight - Carlton 
Dudley N.S.C. Middleweight -
Richard Serack Elizabeth Judo 
Club 
Women - Middleweight -
Linda Bakunas N.S .C. Lightweight 
- Maria Worobojow N.S .C. 
Outstanding Male student -
Dave Golobchick Elizabeth Judo 
Club. 
Outstanding Female Student -
Beverly Hammel Elizabeth Judo 
Club . 
Howard Frankel, President and 
chief Instructor of the Elizabeth 
Judo Club, acted as Head Referee. 
Joel Miller, Phil Olivo and Bob 
Witterman were the Assistant 
·Referees. 
P.S.C. 
(Continued from Page 2) 
committee and three chosen by 
the college president. 
4 - One senior is to be 
appointed as a member of the 
board of trustees to serve on a 
yearly basis with full privileges. 
5 - The student personnel 
committee will be permanent. All 
major decisions will be made by 
the dean of students in 
cooperation with the student 
personnel committee. This 
committee will consit of four 
faculty and four student 
members. The students will be 
appointed by the SGA and the 
faculty b -~the senate. 
6- Eve~ tudent will have the 
right to purchase a parking decal 
and bring his car to campus. 
COUNSELOR POSITIONS for 
the 1970 Summer Season are now 
available at Echo Hill Camps ... 
Contact Mr. or Mrs. Berkobin, 
Box 5168, Clinton, ·flU . 08809 
(201-782-7172) for o.applicatjons 
and int~rviews,. , 
I' 
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Squires Defeat Wilmington, 71-59 
Fall To Southampton, Sacred Heart 
by Randy McCarthy 
Newark State College opened its 1969-70 
basketball season last week with a three game slate 
that saw the Squires drop their opener to 
Southhampton, emerge victorious over Wilmington 
and then absorb their second set-back, coming from 
the hands of Sacred Heart University. Missing from 
the starting line-up in all three games was Jim 
Marino. The junior sharpshooter is sidelined with an 
ankle injury. 
On December 2, Newark State journeyed to 
Long Island for its inaugural contest against 
Southhampton College and came home (in the wee 
hours the next morning) on the short-end of a 95-53 
score. The home team dominated the game from the 
start by jumping off to a 6-0 lead. They were never 
headed from that point on. NSC, sporting a young 
team this year (captain George Gilcrest being the 
only senior on the squad) , found the going a bit 
rough as they were hampered . with numerous 
turnovers in the first half (43 throughout the entire 
game). The Squires stayed within ten points, 28-18, 
on two free throws by Monte Cosby and a basket by 
Dan Pocus midway through the first half, but 
Southhampton gradually increased their margin to 
22 as they took a solid 47-25 halftime lead. 
The Squires found the second half to be no 
better than the first as they continued to lose 
ground on many bad passes and violations. 
Southampton wasted no time cashing in on these 
mistakes, using a steady, well balanced scoring 
attack to send the locals down to defeat. 
Dan Pocus came out on top in the point 
department as he finished with 16 markers, game 
high for the night. Wilbur Aikins was the only other 
Squire to hit double figures with 11 points. 
In the first game , NSC's J.V. team lost a 76-75 
cliffl1anger as Southampton's Bob Kessler sank two 
foul shots with three seconds left for the win. Alex 
Kennedy lead Newark Stale with 25 points. 
Coach Fred Chesky re-arranged his starling 
lineup last Thursday night and the result was 
jubilant 77-64 win for the Squires. Wilmington 
College had the lead only once throughout the 
entire game , and that was at the beginning when 
they scored a basket for a 2-0 lead. NSC then came 
right back to reel off the next 9 points on baskets 
?Y Wilbur Aikins and Borcher. The Blue and Gray 
mcreased their lead to 9 midway through the first 
half (19-10), but it was soon cut to 2, 2 1-19 with 
6:40 remaining in the half. The Squires refused to 
relinguish the lead as they fought back to increase 
their margin to 6 before Wil Aikins dropped two in 
from the charity stripe with one second remaining 
to give the home team a 32 to 24 half-time lead. 
It was a nip and tuck ball game all the way 
between two fairly-matched teams. The Wildcats 
stayed in close .con tention as they closed the gap to 
4 points, 5 5-51 , but it was the closest they could get 
to the hot Squires. NSC continued to lead the way 
with a good all around team effort. As a result , they 
widened their margin to l 2 points 71 to 59 near the 
end of the game and coasted home for the victory . 
The Blue and Gray saw all of its 5 starters in 
double figures. Captain George Gilcrest lead with 18 
points, followed by freshman Alex Kennedy' s 16 
markers. Wilbur Aikins, a sophomore, also played a 
fine game in that he not only tossed in 14 points, 
but also aided the Squire cause by pulling down 15 
rebounds. Sophomore Dan Pocus and freshman 
Doug Borchers rounded out the double figure 
quintet, scoring 13 points apiece. 
* * * 
Any hopes of seeing a second straight Squire 
victory were soon diminished when the team 
travelled to Bridgeport Conn. in a contest against 
undefeated SHU last Saturday night. Sacred Heart 
crushed the Squires 104-83. The home team scored 
the first 4 points of the game, but NSC managed to 
grab the lead for a brief moment as the scored on a 
foul by Dan Pocus and a 2 pointer by Alex 
Kennedy. However, the Pioneers quickly found the 
range on their home cou rt and scored the following 
7 points fo r a I 0-3 lead. Newark State battled the 
taller team down to the half lime buzzer and 
showed only an 8 point defeat, 44-36. 
The second lialf proved to be a more difficult 
for the Blue and Gray than the first as Sacred Heart 
(Continued on Page 11) 
Thunderbirds Defeat Smith's Heroes 
The 1969 Flag Football season 
drew to a close with the 
Thunderbirds as victors over 
Smith's Heros in the last game of 
the season (26-13). Frank 
Sheppard, Kirmit-Clements, and 
Ronald Stone "paced the way for 
the winners". The final Flag 















Football has played an 
important part in the intramural 
program this year . However, the 
basketball season is now taking 
over and all interested are asked 
to sign up NOW. This competition 
will be played as a Round Robin 
with no beginning eliminations. 
Games will be played during the 
week and on Saturday mornings. 
Application deadline is 
December 13. All forms can be 
obtained in Gym Office D-1. 
Consult Mr. Walter Andzel and 
sign up now - either individually 
or by teams. 
Also in the spotlight of the 
intramural winter athletic 
program is weight training, 
formulated on a recreational basis. 
Applications are still available and 
training will be held every 
Tt,1esday , and Thursday during the , 
co~eg~ f(ee, i}our. 
On November 26, 1969, four 
Newark State men went home 
with prizes for their Thanksgiving 
table. These were the winners of 
the mile long Turkey Trot around 
the Newark State campus. 
Taking first place in 5: 20 was 
David Colpitts, winner · of the 
Thanksgiving gobbler. Second 
place winner of the goose was 
Kenneth Saulnier in 5:35. Third 
place in the Turkey Trot was 
Joseph Curtis in 5 :40 - the 
winner of a prize duck; and 
placing fourth was Ronald Stone 
in 6:25-winner of the chicken. 
Other entries rounding out the 
dozen applicants for the Trot 
were Christopher O'Carroll, Gary 
Parent , Thomas Hughes, Harold 
Gray, Edward Hennessy, Mike 
Kiviatch , Sylvester Williams, and 
Gary Decarolis . 
Since this year's Turkey Trot 
had such successful results for the 
men's intramurals, next year the 
athletic department will open the 
Turkey Trot as a co-ed program. 
So don't give up girls - next year 
YOU will also have the 
opportunity to win that 
TURKEY! 
Basketball Schedule 
December 10 Trenton State A 8: 15 6:30 
December 15 Montclair State H 8: 15 6:30 
December 17 Rutgers South Jersey A 8: 15 6:30 
January 2 Jersey City State A 8:00 6:30 
January 6 Glassboro State H 8:00 6:30 
January 10 Newark Coll~ge of Engineering H 8:00 6:30 
January 13 Bloomfield A 8:30 6:30 
January 16 Alumni H 7:00 none 
January 24 Dowling A 8:00 none 
January 28 Montclair State A 8: 15 6:30 
January 31 Union College H 6:30 
February 6 New Haven A 8: 15 6 : 15 
February 7 Quinnipiac A 8:00 6:15 
February 11 Glassboro State A 8:15 6: 15 
February 14 Paterson State A 8: 15 6:30 
February 17 Jersey City State H 8:00 6:30 
February 19 Rhode Island College H 8:00 6:30 
J:e,b,ry~?' ~l Paterson State I I. H 8:00 6:30 
February 25 . Trenton State H 8:00 6:30 
• , , , 1 • I l 
Greek athletei; line up in Chi-Pi Clash. 
Greek Title Pending 
Chi, Pi Co-Champs 
Chi vs Tau 
by Mario Tursi and 
Pete Crutzberger 
The big game of the week last 
week was the Sigma Theta Chi -
Sigma Beta Tau struggle . This 
game is usually the most hard 
fought , closely contested game of 
the Greek football season, this 
match being no different, as both 
teams showed tremendous defense 
with Chi's offense breaking 
through twice, to make the final 
score 13-0. 
The first quarter ended in a 
scoreless deadlock as neither team 
was able 
threat. 
to mount a serious 
In the middle of the second 
quarter, underdog Tau was forced 
to punt,Jack Hart running it back 
75 yards with a key block by Tom 
Murray for the score. It was Hart 's 
fourth punt return for a TD this 
year. The extra point failed and 
Chi led 6-0. The next set of Tau 
plays brought the ball to the Chi 
six where the vaunted Chi defense 
led by Vitale, Murowski and 
Morino . held on downs. Again in 
the closing minutes of the period 
Tau threatened as Al Kincel 
intercepted a Pete Crutzberger 
pass and returned it forty yards 
to the Chi fifteen. The play 
ending the half was a screen to 
Ken Graf which netted ten yards 
to the Chi five before Bob 
Giberna made the tag. 
In the third quarter Chi took a 
Tau on its fifteen and staged the 
longest drive of the day. Long 
gainer on Crutzberger hitting 
Turski over the middle for the 
first down. A key block, downing 
two of the opposition by Keith 
Greeley allowed captain Bob 
Giberna to score on a 20 yard 
screen. Pete Crutzberger swept 
left end for the extra point with 
key blocks from Lou Stanzione 
and Turski. 
In the fourth period, Frank 
Shepperd picked off a Lineberry 
pass and returned it 50 yards to 
the Tau 2 yard line . A penalty and 
an exceptionally strong Tau 
defense drove Chi back to the 20. 
It was Chi's 16th straight game 
without a loss. Their last loss 
coming in 1964 against Tau. Chi 
thus claimed their fifth straight 
championship and issued a 
challenge to Nu Delta Pi to a 
playoff game to determine the 
sole champion of 1969. 
Tau vs Mu 
By Tom O'Donnell 
Sunday the 7th of December 
ended the regular season for 
Greek Football with only a 
possible playoff championship 
game be I ween Pi and Chi 
remaining. In the last two games, 
Sigma Beta Tau evened up their 
season record at 2-2 by trnuncing 
Alpha Sigma Mu 40-0 in the 
morning game while Nu Delta Pi 
ripped Nu Sigma Phi 26-6 in the 
afternoon. 
The game started off slowly, 
with Tau's offense unable to get 
things going until mid-way in the 
period , when Al Kincel 
intercepted the first of his four 
interceptions on the Tau 40. 
Frank Lineberry ran for 10 yds, 
then on the next play hit Sal 
Mantegna in the end zone for the 
touchdown. The extra point was 
good on an end run by Doug Jolly 
to . make the score 7-0. Mu's 
defense was stronger than in 
previous games as many times 
Lineberry was forced to scramble 
and was tagged for a loss three 
times during the game. After 
containing Tau in the first period 
though the game began to open 
up as Lineberry hit Bruce Davis 
for 75 yd pass play, and again for 
another 20 to Davis in the end 
zone on the next play for the 
touchdown. On the next set of 
Mu's downs, Kincel intercepted 
again , running 40 yds to Mu' s 
three yd line where Lineberry 
tossed to Mantegna again to make 
the score 19-0. 
I the second half, Tau scored ~-· right - off as a 30 yd pass by 
Lineb'etty to Jim Catalano made 
the score 25-0. An interception by 
_Larry Langolis started another . 
Tau drive, but Mu held and made 
it to the 50 yd line before Al 
Kincel intercepted again, taking 
the ball to the I 0. On the first 
play Lineberry rolled out around 
the right end for the touchdown 
making it 31-0 early in the fourth 
(Continued1on Page 11) 
